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IN ORATORY

New York, Pel). 7. .lameB Purcelle,
for seventeen years a gambler in New
ork, unfolded today to the Alderman-icommittee investigating graft, a
tale of paying for police protection
r
(luring all that time. Ttestifyiiig
oath, he gave names, dates and
places. He declared he had paid the
police many thousands of dollars.
"The first protection money I paid
was in 1S97," he said, "I paid a policeman named Jerry Murphy $10 not to
disturb a racing game I was running.
After that I continued paying larger
sums. The next was ?(i0 every two
veeks when 1 was running a gambling
I'ouse. $50 for Police Captain De- Lnney and $10 for Dick Cahill, the po- liceman who collected it."
Purcelle declared he paid $10 a
week to Sheriff Harvey of Queens
county in 1!)0! for the privilege of
running a pool hall in Long Island
j
City.
"I offered him $."0 a week and he
said he would have to take care of
the district attorney, too. Well, I
We
raid, "we'll make It $100 a week.
l td been running about three weeks.'
'How about the money for those three
weeks?' he asked. So the next night
I brought him $100 and I paid
himj
$100 a week thereafter tiil we left
three months later."
"Did you make any money there?"!
"We made $4,000 on a crap game,
$2,000 in stud and lost $400
in the
rool room. We made about $5,(500
clear in the three months and three
c
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ORIGINAL VENIRE CALLS FOR

SARCASM
OF SENATE

FLOOR

FROM

LEADER

TODAY

and

Mr. Holt of Dona Ana county,

in-

Mr. Barth of Bernalillo county,
dulged in oratorical efforts u in the
senate this morning, thereby prolonging the session of the senate
bomewhat, but doing no other damage.
The oratorical flights arose when
Mr. Barth sought to amend Mr. Holt's
Vill amending the present law with
icgard to the method of drawing original jury venires.
Mr. Barth was the entire minority;
l'one of the other Democrats could r
view the situation with alarm, so
Mr. Holt had expressed his views
cf the situation. Mr. Barth withdrew
hiB amendment and contented himself
with casting the lone vote against the
jury bill.
But it was worth the price of adspeech-makinmission, anyhow, just, for the
Under the Holt bill, the veeks.
clerk of a district court is given powNew York, Pel). 7. Another gambl-er to draw the names of the jurors er has come
to the aid of the district
from the jury wheel or box in the
iiftorney, it was announced today, to
county
of
the
sheriff
the
of
presence
of
dist- continue the disclosures
pnd without the presence of theneces- graft begun with the murder ofpolice
Her-- j
was
it
rict judge. Formerly,
an
Rosenthal last summer.
He. Is;
cere- r
sary for the judge to honor the
James Purcelle, once a gambling1
mony with his presence.
bouse proprietor.. Through him, As-- j
sheriff
of
the
It was the presence
sistant District Attorney Moss expects
with
to unfold to the Aldermanic commit- apparently, that filled Mr. Barth
nlarm. The gentleman from Bernal- tee a story of many thousands of dol-illo could see all manners and sorts lars paid over a long period for po- of things happening to that jury with lice protection.
vothing present except the presence
Furcelle has been "under cover
,
the shenn. rue geiiuemmi trom- ,
mnllllll, olroi.
"
Bernalillo did not wish to o end any- of char,eg
little
a
he
but
cne.
preferred
ieder of Rosenthal. He was ready to!
and he
on,obol,ate
j resence at the jury drawings
would
It
5
o stated in emphatic style.
Roge.g 8t0ry of e,.flf.
1 ave suited
him better had the sher er trial, hilt waa
.. uu nnl
.., v.,v aa a. ...it
Wll- the neigh- ness because
iff, the sheriff's family,
Justice Goff ruled out
and
the
the
attorneys
judge,
bors,
testimony through which the state'
;ny and everyone else been some- hoped to prove that Becker had coltime
the
the
at
where in the vicinity
lected graft. Purcelle will now tell!
fcaid jury was drawn.
his story, giving the names of men to
At the conclusion or his remarks, vnom he made
payments, dates on!
ir became apparent that Mr. Holt was which they were paid and
many other
arose
He
a
little.
to
floor lead,
Koine
details.
Police
Commissioner WnUni
nn a iv.nn
i.
in, e,H" i nnitv Jttiarmrt
f"-louny-.n- at
not iiiistuuui,,
hCj
degrees andrefl8al of DistrIct Attorney Whitman
at an angle of forty-fivto!
)o pprnlit p0nCe Captain Walsh
opened up all along the line.
He declared that he could not see disclose his confession to the police.
any reason for the gentleman from the investigation by the police of his)
I'ernalillo having such suspicions of story would continue without inter
a sworn officer of the law. He as- ruption.
serted that just because a man was
It was more important. Mr. Waldo
deemed fit to be elected as sheriff said, immediately to get
grafters off:
.l a county, took the oath of office to the police force than to await the re-comotherwise
and
laws
sun or tlieir trials in the courts. In
tiipport the
plied with the constitution, etc., there spector Sweeney, suspended as a rewas no reason to immediately brand sult of Walsh's
confession, has made
him a crook. He painted a picture no statement.
of a misjudged and cruelly misunder- rtood sheriff that would have SiaA dened the heart of the most hardened
OF
office holder within the confines of
SALVADOR
the state. Carried to its logical con-elusion, he said, such suspicion as
(MPROUINC
was borne by Mr. Barth, could only
one
mean
thing that the courts were
New Orleans, La., Feb. 7. Presicrooked, that the clerks were crook- dent Araujo, of
Salvador, who was the
ed, that the office boy was crooked victim of an assault
would-basthat every man, woman and child who sassins Tuesday night,by while seated
took the oath of office to support the in a
park in the capital, was much
constitution and laws of the state was improved
today, according to a cablecrook.
gram received here by Senor Meza,
This was hitting close to the inner Salvadorean
consul.
lienches and Mr. Barth turned in his
a
looked
out
across
the capitol
chair,
PAINT LABELS URGED.
at
Eronnds
the beautiful snow and the
Denver, Colo., Feb. 7. The enactloy who was trying to shovel it off ment of a federal statute requiring
the steps of the executive mansion. paint manufacturers to use labels conMr. Holt, however, was magnimous.
taining a true analysis of the contents
He quit with this parting jolt:
of each package, is urged upon con"Do I hear a second to the amend- gress in resolution
adopted by the
ment offered by the gentleman from international association
of house
Bernalillo county?" asked the presid- painters and decorators at
today's
.
ing officer politely. He heard no
session of its annual convention here.
af-Je-

j
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j

PRESIDENT

IS

e

t

sec--ond-

"I guess I won't offer that amendment," said Mr. Barth.
The bill passed, 23 ayes to 1 nay, Mr. Barth being
the nay. Having received a
s
vcte, it was declared to have missed
with the emergency clause in ef- tect.
The bill in question is as follows:
An Act amending section 9 of Chapter 116 of the Acts of the thirty-sixtlegislative assembly of New Mexico
as amended by section 3, chapter 1
of the Acts of the
legislative assembly of New Mexico profor
the manner of drawing
viding
original jury venires.
Be it enacted by the
of
the State of New Mexico:legislature
Section 1. That section 9 of
ter 116 of the acts of the 36th chaplegislative assembly of New Mexico as
. amended by section 3
of chapter 1 of
the acts of the 37th legislative a- Bembly of New Mexico, be and the
same is hereby amended so as to read
h

h

Tag follows:
"Sec. 9. Not more than ninety
(90) days before the first day of any
. term of each district court to be held
'..in any county of the state, it shall
be the duty of the judge of the district court with the assistance of the
clerk of the court, and in the presence of any persons or such citizens
as shall desire to, be present, to draw
from the said wheel or box a sufficient
number of names from which to constitute the grand Jury and a su:iicint
number from which to constitute the
(Contlnued

on page eight).
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WARSHIPS ORDERED
TO CENTRAL AMERICA. X
Washington, D. C, Feb. 7.
Four American warships were or- - X
dered today to Central America
to observe what are believed to
X
be indications of unrest.
The Annapolis, at San Diego, X
California, was ordered to A ma- - Si
pala, Honduras, the Denver, at
Acapulco, Mexico, was ordered to
Des
the
Honduras,
Acajutla,
Moines, at San Domingo, was
dered to Bluellelds, Nicaragua,
and the Nashville, at New Or-leans, was ordered to Puerto Cor- tez or Porto Barrlas.
or-J- i.
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e

j

j
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j

1901-an-

'

j

-
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probably will meet again tomorrow.
A large number of measures were
reported from various' committees1
yesterday afternoon.
RESOLUTION OF"
CONDOLENCE ADOPTED.
The following resolution of condol-ence was adopted in the house today:
House joint resolution No. 16. Intro-duced by Roman L. Baca and O. T.
Toombs, February 7.
Mrs. Ambrosia
Whereas,
Lujun,
wife of our esteemed assistant land)
and moi(her,.cf our read' Mil I IMdMDC kirilf VflDUCD
MIMMITTFr
AN F1N4MPP flFfl INFS commissioner,
t'vcf'itt ulfcli "pi icers. m vwuuot, uro
iug clerk, Edward LS iujon. depart--- i l,IILLiul,""u- - ,,L" lunrtLn t r.LLUmum mil unnnuL vi naonuLimetal was released, the price dropped
'
TO MAKE ANY SUlttnuun.-- mn
W13,'
and
ary.
of all to in cents and Amalgamated stock,
ING HIS WIFE.-- - JURORS OUT ONE
Berlin, Feb. 7. Members
Whereas, it is with deep regret that
GURULE PUTS IN ANOTHER ONE
in
par- in a falling market, dropped to 42.
the
German
imperial
this
parties
of
of
the death
this house learns
The relation between the "corner"
HOUR AND 45 MINUTES
toconservatives
the
liament
except
I noble
wife and mother.
FOR LESS MONEY
of
the United Metals Selling comGerman
govthe
day strongly urged
Therefore, be it resolved, that this
and the vigorous campaign in
pany
of
to
follow
the
ernment
example
house tender its condolence to the beAiken, S. C, Feb. 7. The Beach jury Great Britain and France in giving Amalgamated stock is what Unter-mye- r
The house today finds itself face to reaved husband and children, and
afteturned a verdict of "Not Guilty"
wanted to get from Rockefeller,
more publicity to matters connected
Be it further resolved, that a cer- ter being out an hour and forty-fivface with three bills for a state fa",
and
OIL MAGNATE IS ILL.
with
the
navy.
army
sent
be
tified copy of this resolution
minutes.
0ne 0f these is H. B. No., 2fl, by John to
This action was taken as a sequel
Mateo Lujan, the bereaved
Island, Feb. 7. After an exJekyl
Hon.
7.
At
S.
Feb.
openthe
Aiken,
C,
to a meeting of the budget commit- amination of scarcely twelve minutes
riaron Burg Which Mr. jsurg uevim
husband.
Beach
session
of
the
ing of today's
to have passed the other di
tee, where the new secretary of for- by Samuel t'nterrayer,
nuij
counsel for
trial, Congressman Byrnes addressed
which he held over for some loaso.j
affairs, Gottlieb Von Jagow, made the lv,Jo committee, William Rockecon-! eign
He
I'tUe
defense.
the
for
No..
is
li,
jury
H,
stateThe other
THE DAY IN CONGRESS, tended that the prosecution had fail.-- i some "strictly confidential
unexplained.
feller, the aged Standard Oil magnate,
I
re'la-- j
88, by Mr. Mullens, and the thud wasj
ments"
Germany's
regarding
eel to produce any evidence to connect
this afternoon showed signs of a
j
introduced this afternoon following
tions with the other great powers.
SENATE.
and
he
As
Beach
with
spasm and Indications of an
the
assault.
laryngeal
Sellers
spoke
conference between Mayo
Convened at noon.
Admiral Von Tirpitz, minister of approaching nervous collapse. At the
Jlrs. Beach appeared weary for the
other Albuquerque booster. The third
Jntro
course of insistence of his physician the exam- Senator Smith, of Michigan,
as.
flret Ume (uring the trjal
Reeting marine, referred during the
bill is H. B. No. 141 It is tlij
: i,0-- ,,
discussion 10 pulsion
spencer
C.licea a resolution
camng on
(iiMOOntinued.
i.i
nnii a trlnved hand, shfi caz-- !
it
asks
that
bill
only
the Burg
except
for reasons of American in - ed at the iaWyer through tired eyes. Churchill's rule that Great Britain
Chairman
president
All'ujo, Counsel Untermyer
at
SIO.OOO for permanent buildings
,
must mum warsnips in tne rano oi id
terference in the Mcaraguan revotu- f0n0WinB of secretaries and
d
buquerque for a state fair where llr tion.
.,.
everv
ten
constructed by- Germany
lto
T,.i,..i
ewH
hi men. weiH liiacu tu owivji
The Beach case went to the jury aild 8aid he had no objection by the
Burg requested $15,001).
Inter-oceacommittee defercanals
Island
launch
of
Ihland
the
by a
Jekyl
Just what the outcome of th" state red action on Root's Panama canal H
P:
.
aptlon Pf such a program by Great ,lub Rfter thfilr rr,vel Jlere after
.
reir proposition will be. Is somewhat amendment until next week. Senac series of railroad delays.
It was
concedis
It generally
cf a problem
tors Oliver, La Follette, Root, Smoot and then yielded the remainder of his
announced that the examination
of
ed that Mr. Burg scrambled his
W. Q. Davis, of de
to
"me
Judge
and Cummins appointed
legislative
HOUSE
Mr, Rockefeller would be private and
D.
chances badly yesterday afternoon,
Col.
Henderson
fense
counsel.
committee
when he tried to hold up the exposi- steering
for the defense.
GARNER BILL that the newspaper men Would hot bo'
of senate and house con- closed
Conferees
an
in
effort
tion bills by the speaker
Beach
for
have
did
motive
"What
represented.
and Page bills for agrito get his state fair bi I considered sidered Lever
HenderWhen Representative Pujo and Mr.
exten- cutting his wife?" asked Col.
school
7.
vocational
D.
and
Feb.
cultural
RepreWashington,
In this coup de tat, he
therewith.
son, addressing the jury.. "Not only sentative Garner's C,resolution
arrived to examine Mr.
comCntermyer
to
view
a
with
sion
forming
calling
was ably assisted by Youn? Mr. Cathas the prosecution failed to prove
went
for all pa- Rockefeller, they immediately
the
upon
attorney
general
ron and one or two of he Old Guard promise measure.
that Beach committed the assault, but
into conference with his counsel and
in
his
HOUSE.
the
recent
order
directing
pers
n.embers, with whom he formerly de
it was unable to show any reason for
The party, acUnited States marshal at New York personal physician.
Resumed debate on agricultural ap- clined to fraternize,
his doing it. lie did not do it and
official secrethe
companied
only
by
for
warrants
bench
serve
the
to
not
bil1
Anion the committee reports to - P10Pliatiou
the one who as assaulted has told
on Attor
of John D. Archbold, W. C. tary and stenographer, were taken to
arrest
resolution
calling
Adopted
Mr.
a
was
of
did
it.
by
Chaves,
report
Would you
day,
not do
you that he
the Rockefeller's
Standapartment where
the finance committee on the state bill ney General Wickersham for papers - convict a yellow dog of anything on Teagle and Henry C. Folger,
in the examination was held behind closOil officials recently indicted
warard
to
orders
withholding
relating
for Roswell and the state fair bill for
the evidence that has been offered
ed doors.
a
iyt '""
r!l nftnH
Texas, passed the house today.
Albuqueruue, via John Baron Burg, la,llH "S""""y"
against Beach, here?"
Jekyl Island, Feb. 7. With Repreresumed
committee
trust
The committee recommended that the . Shipping
concluded shortly
Col. Henderson
sentative Pujo sitting as chairman,
limine fiBlit It out to suit itadlf nr UB Hearings.
before noon and after a brief recess,
the examination began with Mr. RockMAN WILL
KALAMAZOO
Alaskan affairs subject of heading Prosecutor Gunter
wnrilsi to that effect and m a rip no
began his closing
efeller seeming in good physical concommittee.
BRAIN.
DOG'S
territories
BORROW
recommendations as to the passage of!bfo,e
argument.
he
I!a1i
Ar... 1 i.l.p
L'ult 7
Tha V dition but after a few questions
The prosecutor attacked the story
either bill. In the interim, Mr. Gurule CARNEGIE SEES
to
- X
Smith,"
Bfsl)wl nnd his !,irof .,a(meJ
KalaV.
of
A.
recovery of
introduced his measure. The two bills
IMMIGRANTS LAND, told by Mrs. Beach, terming it a
and his voice trailed off into
X
brain
a
of
whose
for
mazoo,
part
no
more
no
7.
and
"mere
are
Andrew
fabrication,
scheduled as speNew York, X. Y., Feb.
a choked whisper. With a bound, Dr.
by the speaker,
was substituted X
a dog's brain
cial order for Monday afternoon and Carnegie was one of a party of eight less." He said it was absurd for her
Cappell was at his side and the ex-- i
- X
acseems
certain,
Wednesday,
J'r. Burg remains in the position of which made a thorough inspection ofito claim that the alleged negro
animation was ended.
Dr. Cappell
- X
uniin
the
to
physicians
cording
was sworn and testified that his pa-- i
Island today. The ironmaster sailant had forced her to the ground
having to take what the house may
X
versity hospital where the opersee fit to hand him, when his bill ' took a keen interest in the proceed-- with his hands and afterwards hit her
tient was unable to proceed. The ex- ation was performed. The phy- - Xj animation ended
comes up along with the bill by Mr. lugs while more than eight hundred on the head with a stick which she
abruptly. Mr. Pujo
sioiana say Smith will not suffer X later
Mullens.
humicrants from three steamers. said she was carrying when he en-- ;
gave out the following state- X
substituthe
from
inconvenience
tered the yard
jX
A spirited debate took place this were examined.
ment:
"
"Mrs. Bench never told how she'X tion if he recovers from the X
"Mr. Rockefeller's condition is sim- afternoon when Mr. Toombs tried
V
X X X X x!
got around the corner of the house, jX shock incident to the operation,
ply pitiable. He not only shakes like
get the house to adjourn until MonWOODEN LEG SAVES
where her earrings and combs werelX
a leaf all over his body, but after the
day at 2 p. m. After a roll call, the
TWO "LIVE" PARCELS. X!
first question he began to cough conToombs motion was lost and the house
A
.7.
X
Feb.
novel
S.
vimers
C,
vulsively and it was evident that he
to parcel X
X adventure incident
was laboring under great excitement
X post
involving two X
service,
and on the verge of collapse. He had
X babies and a wooden leg, all X
to slowly whisper the few words he
X sent by mail, was reported here X
spoke into the ear of the stenogra- X today by Kdgar F. Phillips, a X
pher who sat beside him. This he did
X rural
mail carrier, connected X
we!with the greatest difficulty. Such a
X
X with the local office.
Washington. D. C. Feb. 7. Specials if we had a penetrating vision
im- viontnln,- - v T tmlv tell of the would not endure, what we spp. In the thinK as an examination would be
X
While covering his route, with X
Acting Commissioner of Indian AfAs soo nas Dr. Cappell inpossible.
world
X
a
wooden
delivered
last
there
X
and
two
night
lecture
today.
Prst
infants
leg
fairs Abbott, who "also heard their
"The lands, the life and the ma- tervened and requested that the hearPhillips X l.y Miss Helen Keller, blind, deaf and
cases, said he was in favor of having X among his "parcels",
to the. few.' All the ing proceed no further, Mr. Unterthe federal government obtain entire X was attacked by a wild cat. For X tinee a mute. Despite the handicap chinery belong
work
woman
do
X
whichtlie
for the worker myer felt that toit would be dangerous
under
worked,
the
his
X
a
young
gains
they
carrier,
moment,
says
control of the Pueblos' rights, but
go on."
- X she was heard without difficulty
ex- a mere living.
beis
It
labor of the and inhuman
the
of
in
X
was
live
mail
danger
rather than have a divided authority,
room
and
rear
us
in
of
the
make
X
the
the
that
poor
X
the
cept
ignorant
ing carried away. Selecting
he would favor turning them over enHer lecture was under the auspices lefined and comfortable. I am no pes- NO CHOICE EVEN
X wooden leg as the most available X
tirely to New Mexico.
ON THIRD BALLOT.
I
de
believe that man was insimist.
The Indians will appear tomorrow X weapon, however, Phillips wield- X of the local Socialist party. She
to
not
for
W.
tended
owed
the
and
shall
her
clared
that
she
X
Va., Feb. 7. The
Charleston,
he
so
the
well
that
light
X
ed
ability
Init
put
on
senate
committee
before the
West Virginia legislature in joint sesdian affairs to urge including in the X wild cat to flight. All three X the help of her teachers and said in live in darkness.
"It is a good world and it will be sion today took its third ballot for
Indian appropriation bill a section X parcels were delivered none the X tart:
"We are all blind and deaf until much better when you help me to United States senator. There was no
X
giving the secretary power to accept X worse for the encounter.
choice.
our eyes are open to our fellow men. make it more as I want it."
the lands in trust
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HELEN KELLER SAYS J1LL
offRE "BLIND AND DEAF"

NEW MEXICO INDIANS CALL
ON WASHINGTON OFFICIALS
d

BESIEGED ON

NOT ENOUGH SHERLOCK.
Aiken, S. ('., Feb. 7. F. O. Beach AGED FINANCIER IS SURROUNDED
was acquitted this afternoon in the
Aiken county court, of the charge of
BY OFFICIALS AND CLERKS, WHO
assaulting his wile. The jury was
SEEK TO WREST FROM HIM THE
out exactly one hour and forty-fivminutes.
SECRETS OF HIS CAREER
I loach
was not in the court, room
when the verdict was read, having
gone to lunch during the recess, but
he arrived a few minutes later and
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 7. The govwent to the jury box and shook hands ernment money trust inquisitors came
U
with members of the jury.
Brunswick today to attempt to
"There was absolutely nothing to wrest from the aged William Rockethe case," the foreman told Beach. feller's lips the secrets of his financial
"There was too much 'Wilson,' and career as the active agent of the so
not enough 'Sherlock.'
Standard Oil group of bankers.
Mrs. Beach did not return to the
t
Representative Arsenep Pujo,
room,
n.an of the house money trust com- The foreman explained that the de- - mittee, and Samuel Fntermyer, the
lay in reaching a verdict was due to committee's lawyer, with a retinue of
the fact that one or two of the jurors clerks, came with the direct authority
wanted to "discuss everything under of the investigating committee to hear
the sun except the case."
jtho 72 year old witness in his refuge,
There was no demonstration of any Jdtyl Island,
kind when the verdict, was rendered,
Three WMonta in ti,o fimmcl,,! n.
Beach returned to his hotel to join recr of Mr. Rockefeller were the obhis wife.
ject of the long chaso that ended in
today's visit. Mr. 1,'nlermyer wanted
to get into the record the history of
LEAVES SICK BED
the
"frenzied finance organTO DEFEND H?S
isation of tli e Amalgamated
Corner
tlie romance f
CLIENT DARROW !eomnany '"
(De
in Amalgamated
transactions
stock in IfiOC and Hto7, when the se
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 7.- Disre-- j curities, after a dizzy climb to about
garding doctors warning to "quit the 12o points, dropped to 42,
William Rockefeller, with the late
Harrow case or die,' Karl Rogers,
counsel for Clarence S. Harrow, con- - if. If. Rogers, Marcus Daly, Thomas
ducted
the examination
today of l.fiwson and others, organized the
George N. Lock wood, a venireman, Amalgamated company, according to
v ho played the principal role in the testimony already before the commit- jury pribery incident which abruptly tee, acquiring the stock of the Boston
ended the famous AtcNnmiira trial, & Montana, Butte & Boston and other
c( pper producing
which
in November, HU h
companies
Rogers was taken ill last week and were later sold to the new concern at
Harrow directed his own case. The r. big increase in price.
Mr. ( ntermyer wanted the details
doctors decided last night that unless
Rogers abandoned all work he would o: this deal from the Standard Oil
die or lose his reason. He insisted, p agnate himself.
Other testimony before the commitnevertheless,- on appearing in court
today to
Lockwood, who tee showed that in 1907 the United
next to Bert II. Franklin and Robert Metals Selling company, controlled by
Rockefeller and Mr. Rogers,
F. Bain, the McNamara juror who coif1 1'r.
tor the producers
fessed to having been bribed, Is the which handled
I,f'r ('nt "'
"l0 country's
most important witness against
copper prodm timi, held back the bulk
rcw.
of the product from sale, maintaing
the price of the metal at 25 cents a
MORE PUBLICITY
pound.
Meantime, on the stock exchange
FDCCn
ABOUT ARMY
'

'

Washington, D. C, Feb. 7. Fifteen
bronzed leaders from eleven of the
nineteen pueblo tribes in New Mexico, some of them gay with
blankets, red and white moccasins
and big silver earrings, presented
themselves today at the interior department to ask the .secretary to
accept their 600,000 acres of land in
trust, that it might avoid Btate taxation. Assistant Secretary Adams, in
the absence of Secretary Fisher, told
them he thought that would require
congressional action.

ROCKEFELLER IS

protection."

i

two-third-

thirty-sevent-

found," declared Hie solicitor.
"She claims to have been forced to
lier knees on the front walk. Then
again Mrs. Beach says she did not
scream until after the negro had cut
her. Don't you know that,
she
screamed and kepi, screaming the minute her assailant, who ever it was,
touched her? All that story was
made up by Beach and afterwards
corroborated by Mrs. Beach for his

r&MwMfM
3ri0i

'

A

touch of
V grippe

un-ce-
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MOVED AND SECONDED THAT WE GIVE MOTHER A DOCTOR'S
DIPLOMA. CARRIED!!!

PURCELLE NOW
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HER

TO

LIFE

Mrs. Martin Te!Is About a Painful
Experience that Might Have

In- - THE BIG INTERESTS ARE TRYING NOW

digestion, Gas Sourness
In Five Minutes.

1913.

SAVED

BIG TOPIC

UPSET ST GMAGH S

iPape's Diapepsin"

IS'wHAT

CONSERVATION

SURELY SETTLES

7,

Ended Seriously.

GRAB THE TIMBER AND OVER-

Rlvesville, TV. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
in a letter from Rlvesville, writes:
Sk:
"For three years, I suffered with wo-- i
DESPERATE EFFORT manly troubles, and had pains in my
A
fej1 "Iienlly iloes" put bud stomachs in
POLICY
older "really does" overcome
I was nervous and
back and side.
IS BEING MADE TO THIS END.
dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
could not sleep at night.
sourness in .tive minutes uiui
The doctor could not help me. He
the
makes Rape's Diapepsin
that
I would have tp be operated on be
said
Gardner.)
Gilson
(By
in
birpesi selling stomach regulator
vicfore I could get better. I thought I
Washington, D. C Feb. 7. A
the world. If what you eat ferments
which are trying would try using Cardul.
into stubborn lumps, you belch gas tory for the interests
Nov.-- . I am
food to' grab what remains of public timentirely well.
and eructate sour, undigested
I am sure Cardul saved my Ufa. I
jaml acid; head is dizzy and aches; ber, lands, power sites, and other
when
jbieath foul; tongue coated; your in-- i natural resources, was gained Okla-- will never be without Cardul in my
nomP
sides filled with bile and indigestible Representative Scott Ferris, of
j recommend it to my friends."
For ilfty years, Cardul has been
waste, remember the moment Diupep-- ! noma, was named as chairman ot tne
l
Clark-the
sin comes in contact with the stomach public lands committee by
;a!n and distress caused by wonderwood organization of the house. manly i rouble. It will surely help you
jail such distress vanishes. It's truly
and
ucfmiietilmr nIninKt. mnrvelous.
Ferris was jumped over the head of
r- r ir
v
m i
J
r
It g.:es to the spot reaches the
t,
the joy is its harmlessness.
Judge James M. Graham, of Illinois, trouble! relieves the symptoms, and
t
case of tape's who was entitled by seniority ind by
A large
drives away the cause.
Diapepsin will give you a hundred every other claim to ine ciiuimuhu-- ,
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR
HARDWARE:
If you suffer from any symptoms of
dollars' worth of satisfaction or your ship. Ferris is opposed to couserva-- j
Cardul.
take
trouble,
womanly
FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR"
'druggist hands you your money back, tion. Graham is a frind of couserva- Your
sells and recommends
It's worth its weight In gold to men tion. Graham was a member of the It. Get druggist
a bottle from him today.
GOODS.
land women who can't get their stom- Iiallinger-Pincho- t
coin-- j
investigating
nVtVn tn; Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chtt.
N. B
It belongs In your mlttee and was a tower of strength to nooga Ai'. dicine Co..
achs regulated.
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
Ouitanorwa, Tenn., for Special
and
be
Jiulftiruon3t
bandy
dook, "Home Treatntol
home should always
kept
He has. lor Women," Mat
the friends of conservation.
In plaio wrapper, on requML
stomach
TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
in case of a sick, sour, upset
done excellent work also in exposing
during the day or at night. It's the the Guggenheim raid on Controller
METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
umickest, surest and most harmless
Lfcy and the Alaskan coal and mineral
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
stomach doctor in the world.
lands. He has gained the opposition ANSWERS INSULT
WOOD-DAVI- S
All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages
of the special privilege members of
ALFALFA SEED.
WITH
The
his own nartv in the house.
DEMING STILL
Phone 14 If Its. Hardware We Have.
suolij )
L'nderwood-Clarforces were deter-- :
, havp
,
c
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
BOOMING FOR
Feb
mined to load the lands committee !' Scranton P.
; n u.to mH tha Ltei
xi.
Bum;u wj
LINCOLN
of the Delaware and Hudson
nnnninimpnt nf Kprris is the CUlmilia- - 'n front
tins
tn this end. jiailroad station at 3:30 o'clock
o irtnic nMnnmifn
tiftM
Phone Black
Pbone Black
1)emlll& x. m., Feb. 7. Colonel P.
i ttemoon.
Mrs. Rose Matsi, wite ot
arU. Smith, of Los Angeles, Calif.,
u u.
He came to a bow.
rived in Deming Thursday. He re- c'mrress conservation.
a reviver from
ar
pulled
Archbald,
first
of
his
1907.
in
One
perts that the directors of the Kio
fired
three snots ai
and
her
handbag
Mimbres Irrigation company held a acts was an attempt to pass a bill lt'm, all of which went wild.
the
thrown
have
would
which
open
time
meeting In San Diego a short
The shooting occurred on LackaIndian lands to the grab-binago at which $100,000 was appropriat- Oklahoma
wanna
avenue, the chief thoroughfare
ooerations of white grafters.
ed for development of 5000 acres of
Mrs.
next opposed and caused wild pvollpment.
He
defeated.
was
Inis
near
land
Deming.
t.iat company's
Mats-was accompaniea oy a wnui,
bill
reserve
forest
the
G.
L.
Appalachian
were
1 lie directors
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
present
He' Julia Tote. She paid no attention to
in the tiOth and Cist congresses,
Fisher, A. G. Spalding and E. H.
man re
the
when
but
first
the
insult,
ma
s
tor
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoleasing
Kickford. At the meeting, Mr. Bick-for- supported Mondell
and repeated it, sue arew me
Guggen-helm- s turned
to
the
lands
coal
A:askan
was
of
the
company,
rtant part. The grandfather would
manager
a few
in the third session of the 61st levolver she had just purchased
intruded to proceed with the devel- made
who
The
man,
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- This bill would have legal- Minutes before.
op men t. Mr. Biekford has according-- congress.
his escape, was only about four yards
ized the Cunningham claims and
of
worth
pump$20,000
ern
purchased
why all this lljrht? To
first time,
the Guggenheims to take up (distant when she fired the and
lug machinery in Los Angeles for
Mrs.
street
ran
across
the
He
make the home more homelike to make
Domestic Lump
ccal lauds in lots of 2u(io acres to
Fancy Lump
shipment to Deming at once. Ibis
jMatni fired two more shots at him,
Hve thousand acre tract northwest of cne person or association.
home the most pleasant spot on earth
the
Several passersbut they missed.
Ferris conIn the C2nd congress
Deming will be immediately developby had narrow escapes,
for father, mother and children. Good light
ed, and sold out to farmers on easy tinued his bad record. He became the
was arrested and taken
Matsi
Mrs.
which
bill
Raker
for
the
f cor manager
terms.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
was
io the police station, but she
Phone One Double 0 J.
of tbv Alfal- had for its purpose the establishment
C. E. Mlesse, minag'-told
her
she
when
story.
discharged
desired.
fa Farms company, which is develop- of a precedent whereby water power
use the naing a ten thousand acre tract ten companies could take and
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
miles east of Deming, is expected tional forest lands and other public by local applications, as they cannot
or
regula- reach the diseased
here tomorrow. He will let contracts lands free of any control
portion of the ear.
for drilling irrigation wells on this tion at the hands of the federal gov- There is only one way to cure deafA
and
ernment.
strong
expensive
on
this trip.
ccntract
and that is by constitutional
in behalf of the RaeU ness,
Last Sunday's St. Louis Republic lobby appeared
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
w
Underas
or
bill and it
supported by
contains an elaborate write up of the
inflamed condition of the mucous linIf it had gone
- wood and Clnik also.
When
of the Eustachian Tube
-Slate of Lincoln club, with a photo- fe,v v(,"u',,::'iT.V,1.'lJ'!,.ve
ooeiied
theW lllCIJ
,vay ing v.,,, ,o ...named you have a rumb- LMU
U
HIC VSlllliLI.it m u it
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
W. E. Holt,
president; H
jlows:
sound
or
lmPerfect
ling
hearing, and
Bedichck, secretary; J. M. McTeer, grants of water power were given at when 11 is
1" dam sites, valued at forty-fiventirey closed, Deafness is
mil
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Clyde Karl Ely and Lee O. Lesf r.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
re8ult and unIeBS the innamma- This article states that the main op- lion dollars, without compensation to.tlle
re-- i
oe
can
our.
ana
uuii
IENT
tnis
taiten
tube
as
to touch the button and
position will come from Albuquerque the federal treasury or any form of stored to its normal
hear-- '
condition,
for
the
benefit
of
consum
regulation
B.
H.
and
East
Las Vegas.
You
Heninc,
Your House
your stove is ready to cook your
ers. Fen-inreunii m, ti,o iinnr i mg will be destroyed forever; nine
secretary of the Albuquerque
cases 0,lt of ten are caused h Ca"
iron
favor
of
this
ready to use, your toasted
measure,
denouncing
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
club, is quoted as saying'
which is nothing but an in
"This organization is thoroughly sat- Li.nord I'nicliot and its opponents.!"tarrh,
for
hurried
the
breakfast, your vacuready
mimeu eunuiiiuii oi me mucous
isfied with the name New Mexico and whom he characterized as "people
um
for
the
Percolators , Grills,
cleaner
ready
v
fray, your washer
Phone 223
does not care for changes."
Gewje doho are overzealous and are trving to
Irons, Etc.
to
fan
will
One
Hundred
in
and
Dollars!
cleanse,
their overzealousness
give
ready to cool the heatgood
ready
A. Fleming, of the Las Vegas Comwill do every thing
ed rooms.
mercial club declares that "I ca i ad are doing harm to their cause and fo' anv case of Deafness (caused byi
Electricity
vise without hesitation that such a holding up a company that is trying catarrh) that cannot be cured by
We
for
furnish
at reasonable rates,
it
you.
to irrigate the west." Continuing, Mr. Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for cir-- ,
proposition would be overwhelmingly
and full inforEstimates
freeaid
Is
no
night'
day
Furis
said:
"There
here!c",ars.
value
defeated in the case of San Miguel,
conserve. There is no element of; F- J- CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio,
mation cheeerfully given.
On
Mora and Guadalupe counties."
the other hand Mayor N. E. Charlton, conservation in it. Nothing will be' Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pillu for consti- ot Clayton, N. M., says: "I believe saved if the bill does not pass. No
I'ation.
one
can
if
be
hurt
does
it
The
American-speakinpass.
that most all of thepublic would prefer very much to newspaper advertisement this matter
run mad.
have the name changed as suggest- has had is conservation
To El Paso' Bisbee' Douglass and
ui uruvruinj vuuuuxnijuuiru r.
AISITA
ed." The same article with pho- Such efforts are a detriment to the
riVUiH
all points in New Mexico, Aricause
Uue
of
conservation
we:
which
tographs appeared also in the St.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Louis
and the general are all keenly interested in." Con- CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Interest all over the United States in tinning, he said: "This is a good bill!
the matter has called forth a very fav- that has been treated badly. Men
much and
orable editoral from the Boston Tran- v ho have accomplished
PHONE 85 MAIN.
men who I respect are
script.
over a very small matter which has;
The top price for yearling steers no
SEASON
HDOLREVflA
in it.
principle of conservation
was reached in Doming today when
And so forth.
Eri Latham, Pryor Nunn and Hyatt
SWASTIKA LUMP
Next Ferris appeared in favor of
FACTORY WOOD
IS
Bios, sold 1000 yearlings for $:!()
the Coosa river dam bill, which was
WOOD
LUMP
SAWED
apiece.
through congress in the last
STEAM-COA- L
We
WOOD
Herndou Lehr, of Silver City, arriv- jianmed
are
CORD
fully prepared
few
of the summer session, but
ed in Deming Thursday in his new whichdays
to answer satisfactorANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
President Tart, at the instance
Reo Fifty driven by E. E. Neff, of El ot
Fisher
and Secretary
all
Montezuma
wants
Secretary
ily
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
your
Paso, having made the trip in tive Stimson, vetoed. Ferris voted
against
hours. Mrs. Neff and Mrs. Stiles (vill the
amendment
which
LOOK THIS LIST OVER
follow tomorrow in car driven by Mr. would Humphrey
have provided for the payment
Neff's
the
will
and
chauffeur,
party
,
to the federul government of a mini- For Rates and Full Information Address
CAREFULLY:
return from Silver City to El Paso.
for the power and the
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P. AGENT,
F
SARDINES, Imported and Do
regulation of rates to consumers.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
tlAt various hearings before
DICTAGRAPH REVEALS
,NEW MEXICAN HUNTING CO.
mestic.
heuse committee on public lands, Fer-Local AgentB for
THE BLACKMAILER ris has talked in favor of the
B1SMARK HERRING in the can.
'states rights" theory of conserva- New York, Feb. 7. For the first tion, which Is any scheme for heading
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
time in the history of this state a per-- j oi control by the honest conserva- JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
pen was convicted on dictagraph evi-- j tionists and opening the way for the
oVnce.
gsabbing operations of big corpora- and Desk combined.
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,
The accused was Mrs. Fanny Dio, tions and trusts. Mr. Ferris even
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
A Dak Unit wtth few or
a fortune teller, found guilty of at- fought the appropriation for fighting
KIPPERED HERRING,
y
many Book Units as desired.
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g
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lie
from
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opposed Secretary
'The West Point of the Southwest.
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to
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home-the
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!
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Samuel Tandlich. She was sentenced
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,
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EVERY
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.1. A
n .
elsewhere in America. Fourformed an illegal operation and de- ViltEnn nnlinv nr.
Claimant names as witnesses:
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lie resources to private interests
manded that he pay $1,000 or be
Department of the Interior, XT. S.
Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, N. M.;;
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N.
the
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Santa
M.,
Land Office at
Fe,
&
Albino Baca, of Galisteo, N. M.; Ne
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Ten buildings,
"states
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1913.
make the evidence comrights theory.
ary 14th,
modern In every respect.
,tor Gallegos, of Santa Fe, N. M.J,
petent It was necessary to demon-- j
Notice Is hereby given that Juan Manuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M.
Resents
BILLS GO TO CONFERENCE,
rtrate the dictagraph to the court and:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
K. A. CAHOON. President.
Washington, D. C. Feb. ' 7. The
jury. This was done by the inventor.
Register
14th, 1908, made Homestead
January
J. E. RHEA,
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year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Regis-- i

erme her and she went back to

'

lied.
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Meantime the ham fried on. It fried
Department of the Interior. X' S.
ON
so much that it jumped in the pan.
Land O.ficn at Kanta V N. I.T., JanDepartment of the Interior, V. S. .ter and Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
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want to save our coal, but much more
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INCREASE IN COPPER STOCKS.
Best
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from mutilation and death and to save
SADDLE PONIES,
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
the parents from sorrow. B'or this
New York, Feb. 7. The statement
of the copper producers association
purpose I hope we may obtain the co-Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
for January shows an increase in
operation of parents everywhere. Un-- I
less wo get this, and especially unless
Santa Fe is ready for the fray!
stocks on hand of 17,885,750 pounds.
nell, guard; Nellie Wills, guard.
The test of strength and dexterity
Production for the month was 14!),-- !
parents do their duty in this imporSanta Fe Dorothy Safford, captain
tant matter, other boys and girls will of Santa Fe's boys aud girls will be 'forward: Helen Winter, forward : . An-- : 479,625 pounds, an increase of
R.
Domestic
at the armory at 9 o'clock
&
Kaune, center; Dorothy Hayward, 583 over December.
pay the price of their parents neglect,
Adelhi eries made a substantial gain but this
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fact that the laws should be enforced. strong boys of the capital will give Jluller, guard.
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BOYS.
1: is true that the law agrainst tres-- j battle to the beauty and brawn of
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ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED !
should be public sentiment against games.
Gallegos, center; 1,388,350,
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conttespassing by children stronger than players are high school pupils. The AlcCullough, guard; J lower, guard.
If not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
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and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

MANY MICHIGAN
TOWNS AFTER
MAINE BATH TUB

We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have a Trial
Order and Convince You.

Washington, Feb. 7. Urbana, Ohio,
wanted a relic of the battleship Maine
w hich was raised from Havana harbor
last winter and Representative Willis
undertook to get some momento for
the ITrbanites to sit in their public

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
116 GALISTEO

Phone 214 J

Wrote us within 60 days in praise of

TU1

square.

He asked
the navy department
hat was the largest relic of the
Maine available, and the department
replied: "A bathtub used by Ad-- j
who
iniral, then Captain
Sigsbee,
was in command of the Maine when
she was blown up at Havana, in

STREET.

1S9S."

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.

Willis
Representative
reported
hack to Urbana and later informed
the department the city would appreciate the gift. He urged the bathtub be hurried along.
When the action of the officials
who had accepted the offer of a
oauuuo became known in Urbana
tuey were denounced by the home
folks, and when the bathtub arrived
the mayor, Instead of nutting it
pedestal in the public square, hid it
"i a hennery and railed upon the
navy
jucHaiimeia io lane it away.
The department was then UnnA
with applications for tiu
"bathtub. Representative Willis '6nireo
was!
asked by Findlay, Ohio, to ship the
tub down there, while St.
Joseph,
Mo., Mt. Clemens and Grand
Rapids
Mich., Omaha, Neb., and Medford
Mass., all begged for the honor of re-- J
ceiving the tub. As Findlay applied
oi, me Dauitub will be sent there.
The people of Urbana. however
m
Jjhave to pay .the freight.
lue navy department will not send
r substitute relic, a
shell to
replace the SigBbee tub until Findlay
has received the relic that Urbana

SHORTEST LINE TO

i Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo,

I

t

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

For All Eastern Points.
I

2 Doctors

oit,

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City,
and the Pacific Coast
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Win. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
T Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
,

spurned.

I

it ii i) i inn i inn iinmn minimi nn iiiii n ii

J

j

1

1

Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, or Santa fe and
the new state.

These doctors represent but a fraction of the thousands of physicians who use Postum in place of coffee
in their homes and in their practice.
Cases of shaky nerves, irritable hearts,
indigestion, biliousness, headache and sleeplessness, due to coffee drinking, are observed
in the every-da- y
experience of medical men
everywhere.

Following the change from coffee to Postum, the
ailing one quickly discovers that the Doctor's advice
to "quit coffee and use Postum" was sound.

Better health follows; then one friend tells another.

ii There's

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound' carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound- Returning,

arrive Santa Fe 8:35

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning,

arrive Santa Fe

12:36

a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

Now Is The Time
Upholstering and
Furniture Repairing Done. Work
of the Best. Prices Right.
To Have Your

WE MAKE
Kitchen Cabinets,
Step Ladders,
Counters, Shelving, ironing Tables.
KtKfUK HUKIV Ur ALL AlnUa

neatly ana v,neapiy ume.

j.f.rhoXds
lephone

::
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ii Fixit

SANTA FE,

N.

Shop"

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
GINS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY

a Reason"

p.

UPHOLSTERING
128

and

SPECIALTIES

Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
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NO WONDER WALTER JOHNSON

FOOLS 'EM

-- HIS

PITCHING SPEED BEATS THE

PORTANT

BRIDGE MEASURE IN

AND SAYS COLLEAGUE
HAVE

FASTEST RAILROAD TRAIN IN THE WORLD!

OF

PASSAGE

D. C, Feb. 7. "When
member of this body is charged
with the duty of construing the constitution, the question ,of the effect
his decision may have on his personal fortunes should not for one mo-

KOU

IS TRYING

WILLIAM FARAII

ment be considered.
When such a
thought enters his mind he should exclaim, "Get thee behind me, Satan.' "
Senator Paynter of Kentucky thus
began a speech in the senate today in
opposition to the Kenyon Sheppard
liquor bill, which would prohibit shipments of liquor into "dry" states. The
bill Is to be voted on in the senate

TO

IT KILLED.

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

a

IM-

1913.

LIQUOR

Washington,

SOCORRO BILL?
MR. COONEY SECURES

BILL
VIOLATES CONSTITUTION.

SAYS

IS HILTON AFTER

7,

Capital Bar
Schlitz

Lemps

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey
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over the efforts ot
con- - ble has resulted
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jUllets
member of the house
&iats of a screen of line wires set up 'I. F. Cooney,
County, to secure Uw
in front of a steel-fiictplate; the dis-- j from Socorro
in
this
legislature of H. B. February 10. Senator Paynter oppassage
one day last season when Washington
6S
$12,00". posed the bill on the ground that it
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appropriating
Iv.as playing in the metropolis, and to
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Swede
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big
all,
for
jfctttle
The people o. surrendered to each "dry" state the
55San Francisco Street.
iuas hurtled to Hrldgeport, Conn., in ro, in Socorro county.
entire control over interstate com!an automobile, and a mathematically
merce in that state. Congress had
bHdSe'
nccurate test of his sneed was made in 10 sef""e
came up in thei no right, he said, to prohibit direct b the guest of a princeton classmate,
the
bill
mill tlipi
"When
i,
......
.... .
ifiii.c u,jhi,ttu iiic
house." said Mr. Cooney. "Comvd personal shipments of liquor or any Cleveland H. Dodge, over night. Half
plate is five vards.
Hitch- a dozen Princeton
Senator
other merchandise.
friends were Ihvit-eof San Antonio, Socorro
jllMton.
to
a
An electric connection
j
register
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introduced
of
cock
Nebraska,
to
to meet Mr. Wilson at dinner.
me
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he
told
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that
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going
HETNAowt
Ball.
W- the exact time consumed by theliy.
nati.n
,X FASTER. THAN THZS
that he did net amendment to the bill.
II
the the bill
projectile traveling between
Uireen and plate. As the projectile want a bridge at that place on the
Are You a Seller7 An advertise
BECOME
!..-- ment in the classified columns of the
tlnnnh tii wreen it snaDS Eio G ramie and that he would oppose CHICAGO TOA "MEDICAL"
CENTER. New Mexican will
Tw people of our county wan:
lone or more of the fine wires, starting
put your real esI told Mr. Hilton not
bill badly.
tate on the market effectively. It will
n,o
,.pitpru nniil the 'that
to try to
the bill but to
Chicago. Feb. 7. A vast medical put the facts of your property before
projectile strikes the steel plate.
out openly. He did, and I de-- i college which would make Chicago the eyes of all possible buyers.
it
fight
After Johnson warmed up he took feated him in the house by a vote of ' the unquestioned center for the study
bis Bland before the apparatus and !') to "i. The measure is now in thei of medical
(science, is ready for
pitched ball ufter ball. He had diff- senate. Within the past few days, 1 launching by the trustees of the Unithe
iculty in locating the "plate"
have heard that Mr. Hilton is
versity of Chicago.
screen at first. A si i'n nue luck of io induce some of the senate trying
mem
The millions required for
iiui. ne iiiiiiuy bers to defeat
control for Johnson
that bill. Mr. Hilton
among
are being sought
dethe
and
registering
managed it,
s elected with me,
from Socorro Chicago's wealthy men and unutilized
asoff
the
to
vice commenced
ring
will
county, the people of that county want land facing midway
plaizance
tounding speed. He readied 122 feet the bridge, and I do not understand furnish the Bite for the
of costarray
per second and stopped.
his object in thus opposing something ly buildings.
"Nap" Rucker, the Ilrooklyn south- - that wo ought to get for our constitAnnouncement of the plan was mad
,
who was also in the party and uents. I make this statement at this
..
today in the annual report of Presi
Ui ho also has some speed when he un-- time, in order that the people
of! dent
Harry Pratt Judson submitted
biill has always been a matter of dis- - kinks his salary lin took a turn at Socorro county may be advised as to to the
trustees. Plans for
to the indicator and registered 11J teet the Filiation, r shall do all I can to the newuniversity
cussion. He has been compared
school contemplate the abget the measure passed and I trust
fans say the per second.
liusie, and
sorption of Rush Medical college and
fyoHHSOH TE 5T1NO
Nap expressed him firm belief that Mr. Hilton will change his views and lie creation of elaborate facilities for
I'.oosier demon had it on Johnson,!
sec-me
150
His - speed
could
reach
feet
with
in
per
join
working for the good advanced research work in every line
but .there was no way to prove this. (Johnson
'
in cf our home county."
Men who have seen Johnson at his ond if conditions were favorable
of medical and surgical science.
test are willing to swear the ball goes fact, he asserted that on the ball field
.
so fact-- It cannot be seen with the Johnson does tnat well, nut waiter
MR. WILSON IN NEW YORK.
Walter Johnson, of the Washington world s fastest train, the ball would naked eye. Often the plunk of the seemed satisfied to have beaten the jTAFT IS ASKED
faster t'avel from New York to Chicago1 ball in the catcher's mitt precedes the; speed of the Twentieth Century,
ABOUT THAT
New York, N. Y., Feb. 7. Presidenhopefuls, throws a baseball
COUGHS and COLDS
FOR
The speed of a high power bullet
t-elect
9m1t for Inliayn
than the Twentieth Century limited ahead of the train because the "Cen-- ; batsman's futile swing.
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automatic pistol that
supup
question
travels.
Yorkjfiom
from Philadelphia this afternoon to
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGIST
trry" moves at an average
If the elongated star of the Grit-- j feet per second and Johnson's fast; the trial room of one of the big arms 'posed to go through steel plates and
factories.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 7. A resoheavy planking is but S00 feet per
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Wo III.
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Superior permits this testimonial.
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dence. for sale by all leading druggists
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jV.ay coining from Las Vegas to Santa hesitated to vouch for their merit.
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Alexander Wernsonick,
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of Raton, when Doan's' Kidney
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'"as in han t a re today, stopping over brought to my notice, I resolved to
and Price the Quality
en his way to Dona Ana county where try them. I procured a box and they
he has large hind Interests. It is his not only drove
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(intention to set out one hundred apple regulated the passages of the kidney
and pear trees, and to eventually secretions and toned up my entire
riake an orchard second to none in system."
Price r,0
the state. JIr. Wersonick
For sale by all dealers.
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Co., Buffalo,
Pleasant call at the New Mexican of- - cents.
h'ce this morning.
New York, sole agents for the United
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Louis Ct. Hart, a resident of Chi- States.
Remember the name Doan's and
cago and a nephew of A. J. Teare, of
goods
a. visitor in Santa Fe, tak- take no other.
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is
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of
ing the side trip in order to visit his
uncle and see the sights of "The City
With the Open (late." Mr. Hart is a
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member of the ".Maran-AthMinsdoor,
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the
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is no
membership of which is composed ensells QUALITY GOODS
tirely of Masons and their wives, and
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And
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goods do
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ARTICLES
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
'Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
Lamps; Desk Sets in Hammered
Brass and Copper;
Letter Racks;
Rocker
Blotters;
Paper Cutters;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Racks;
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
Hammered
and
Holders;
Copper
Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Special orders made on short notice.
-HA-

1

Dress Trimmings, Etc.

o Lrans

Arcs
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Batistes, Laces and

OUT

int play in his pocket. 'Wo can't usq
not original, not sparkling, nut
said dramatic experts one
ailer the oilier. Finally tome man
wore but three
d.scovered
there
scenes, all interiors, in the play and
the fact that it could be pi oiluci'd
economically struck him. lie produc- ec il and he and the playwright have
become rich. 1 ussure yon that (lu re
are countless nuimiscripiK of books
and plays nestling in pigeon holes, in
desks and tiles in New York loday and
these iiiami'
H. E. PALMETIER, HERE FROM INDI- there are hundreds of
script that are 'good start',' prize ar
ANA, SAYS WESTERN SCENERY, tides. But their writers 'have not arrived' and no publisher is so bold as
DESIRED IN to
NOT COWBOYS, IS
yive them the entree to print, it
it; a sad, cold world.'1
THE EAST
"Hut how can any man, bright as lie
may be, make a hit,'' was asked.
is the
A man whose imagination
"Ho must have dogged detorininti-mainsprinoi "movies" those i'asci-- timi, and a streak of luck," was the
nating pictures which speak heart r( ply. "To no one is t In; proverb,
throbs night niter night to admiring 'Try, try, again!' of more service than,
millions throughout tho world is in the would-bplaywright or author."
Santa Fe. His name is II. 10. I'al- - jir palmetier said that originality
metier, and his home is m Lafayette, jH m,t a uey to success iu moving pic-- !
Ii.diana. lie is "gumshoeing" around tare plays; that many other features;
the ancient
digging upjt'iire largely, including that great!
capital,
'motifs" for new plays to thrill and word "Dress" recognized the world
'over as of vital importance.
throb.
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reporter of the scenario expert.
"Not exactlv," was the response
brightened by smiles. "One does not'
writing without a
go into scenario
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knowledge of stagecraft.
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TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
Precinct No.
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:
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(South Side)
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O.C.WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
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at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

See Us

-

IT1

-

"M'st

;

VV

'

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

'i-

Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice,

1

Largest Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
Attempted in Santa Fe.

Standard Lines

At Cost

BelOW COSt " Sies&

Styles

SPOT CASH OISTLIT
204

B. TONNIES,

West Palace

Avenue.

w

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

1

1.

S.

V-l-

ij

1

THE AMERICAN

1

a

-

aw-a-

104 DON

QASPER ST.

Telephone

9 W

Your Best Resolution

FERTILIZERS
.......
FINELY

GROUND

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

Lawn Dressing, per cwt ,
.
.
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL

In the Cold

Weather a

STORE,

.
.
.

ETC.

$2.50
2.95

3 00

SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
19 W.
: Telephone

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT COYIFORT.

We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Makugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
i.jt,
We also have some jrlandsome Furniture!
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
to Close Out
which We are
Cut
de

Goinf

THE

at

AKERS - WAGNER
'AND

Prices from today

(UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE

CO.

Foster-Milbur-

to buy your

JOHNW.MAYES

a

INSURANCE

reasonably.
remember, during

rrVWV

X

n

this year on a
basis quality, not
price alone. That

will lead
to our
because there
store which

W

Put your
buyingon this basis:

It is the thing that
pays in the end,

which pays you atall

REBELS AGAIN
ON WAR PATH

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc!

Surety

Gal-leg-

a

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
Quality,

MSK'WTER

J1ARK

power of
only realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
first-clas- s

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
you would specify

100 1 efficient,

cm

Plate Glass,

Juarez, Mex., Feb. 7. Traffic on
the
Mexican Central railway below
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE
this port was suspended indefinitely
were
meager details
IN THE BEGINNING!
today when
made known of rebel activity midway
between the state capital and the border. Rebels are reported to have atOf
tacked a small federal garrison at
tearthe
station
house,
burning
KAUNE
H.
ing up the track, burning many railI94 W., Room 24
way trestles and executing two rail- Telephone
way guards. Farther north a troop
LAIGHLIN BUILDING,
train bearing 400 cavalry to Juarez,
ls stranded between burned bridges
i
NEW MEXICO
and in danger ot a rebel attack,
for Safe
SANTA FE

S.

TRADE

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

this year that
not always
the end.

'Os.

Bonds

All Kinds.

ety)raMip.
Water-Mark-

(Fac-Simi-

'

)

The De Luxe Business Paper

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
cter
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-charaimpressiveness, and all that makes stationery

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
AGENTS.
NEW

MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

SAM H

Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

VALLEY RArtfOH,

New Mexican

.dlTTr

11.

R. J. PALEN,

SUBSCRIPTION

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

by mall
Daily, six month!, by mall

I.Hy,

pr pan

The Oldest Bank in the State.

CLOO

Illustrated Booklet

Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH

IJ.M

Sent On Request
THE VALLEY RANCH

50

Weekly, six months
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implanted a few kicks on his anatomy and the next thing he knew the
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as
only bee legislator in the
But it almost invariably levies upon his family a penalty as uncalled for as it sort of
wooden.
is
To
be
W
it
sure,
only
thing happens in Salvador,
is unfair.
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but it looks like n.- real,
dangerous can-- .1 nouse- inn
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are about ready to hold an non ana even it it is oniy maae oi descendant of William t
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Mullins,
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wood
wooden
than
it
is
not
more
haa. 10 suuject tnem jo me uenmuu
any
election.
other
oi a fed-- ' llie spelling) passenger Mo. 11 on the
man's misdoing is worse. But, on top of these trials, to leave tnem penuueo
cannon .Vayliower. The Mayflower Mullins,
old
and without means of support is to doom them in a manner that for sheer
two
and
the
,
i
i
ii,.n.wia in Ainniza hi,iielal building
We do not care so much about thei"UHevel' was considerate ot nis tel- cruelty would shame a society of savjges.
should
operate two old cannon, but the federal build- - 10 w Psnms cm the Mayflower so he
And yet in many parts of the country we have been ordering our system that private persons
In other words, if railroads!
them.
fila not bring any cut glass jardiof punishments so as to do just this cruel thing!
ing is a big public matter and worthy
.l.in.v
.
ni "nat llin
bed posts nor
nf anv
Nobodv can defend the system. Nobody tries to. Yet here, in this ad- iHJ all - 11III1K. ,I1C Uliiri
at .intmn
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uieres,
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iiku ntllter linnun nf nnna-rnsblue tinted china. Because of that
vnnned ami OhriRtl.in 2IMli centiiiv. we are only lust beginning to awaKen;u; u me rauroaus iuse
to
I nele bam.
fi'ct his direct descendant Hon. Jim
to its gross injustice and to provide, as in Washington, for the support it, up
18 a ma ter in wnicn any man
Both branches ot the legislature;
W. Mullens, of Chaves
of the wife and children bv the imprisoned husband's labor.
county, has no
ve
&""
At least let the women and children of our jail birds have a little show-haancestral relics worth mentioning
passed a resolution
protesting
and hence the only way he cau prove
for life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
against the Indians ceding their lands Rlld
representatives in vartous states his
to the Vnited States to escape taxa-- !
ancestry is to use the short and
' :!.
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f"V"f A
ugly word.
The count v of Coronado seems to be feeling pretty well judging from the Hon. Did they include the St. Louis,
However, "Honey Jim"
is a PUHCenbIe man and so long as no
accounts so far. The boosters for this new division are feeling much en-- j Rocky Mountain & Pacific in the res-- :
has sl,cceeded in getting!
CmceB
couraged at tlie prospects and it now looks as if Xew Mexico would be glutton?
m BpproprtHt,on withln the last year iolle Questions his Bee bill and is
with a new county before the final adjournment of the legislature,
but ganta Fg wUh aJ hef pregtige ing to admit that no other county
with Chaves county, "Honey
The plan is not. without merit and the figures indicate that the people
as the capital
, her prominence
TRIES
COURT
would come within the new division could easily sustain a county
and !Jim does not waBte any time fussing
0f the state is left neglected
r his ancestors.
eminent.
IWKOllU Y
They are dead
forgotten, with nothing being done.
rt
(anyhow.
Mr Mu'lt,n ekes out a modest living
Providence, R. I., has laid aside $10,00(1 to stimulate local energy in swat-- j
CAN'T ALWAYS TELL.
West Chester, Pa., Feb. G. A for-- '
aE an ed'tor.
This little pest is getting to be of great
printer, Spanish
ting the mosquito next summer.
wjti, au unpronouncable namej Misplaced kindness and attempt to
jcigner
U',or scu"r.
in this world. The fellow whom the mosquito stings does I10
philosopher,
farmer,
charged with larceny vas placed on five first aid is often as unsatisfactory Vemocr&t
a resident of Chaves
and
need any further incentive to swat, jhan the presence of the mosquito
this week in quarter sessions.jas misplaced confidence, and Is not
s,'lr
(After he had been in the dock for; always appreciated.
a 1irfiicr lu
m
!nt4n
0
tni.ie tim and several witnesses) William Dawson tried to rescue
A London physician
has compounded an elixir that he claims will heard, it dawned upon the court of- - tat from a dog In Portsmouth, N. H.,l0,iIy wa' ,0 starve to death in Chaves
cure ninety-nindiseases. The man who gets the circular from that physi- ficials that there was something wrong; 'he other day and was nearly torncomu' according to Mr. Mullens, is
cian, and reads it, better send for the undertaker, and have done with it.
and nnon the sheriff being: to pieces by the claws of the cat and!to move awayMr- - Mullens began life in Texas. He
He will find every description fits every symptom he has.
railed in the matter it was discovered 'vas half eaten by the dog.
vas
educated in Baylor
0
Kindness
is
a
fine
Lniverslty
and
been
often
man
had
taken fromj
that the
quality
American hens produce annually tggs valued at $400,000,000.
That must, the "pen" in mistake for one wanted very helpful to others, but now and ard used his knowledge successfully
be based on the price to the consumer. Xo one is particularly surprised that to answer the charge of assault and! then we are reminded of the appar for many years, as a cowpuncher. He
ent act tnat Hie spirit of kindness "happened" into New Mexico as a
eggs are worth that much.
battery.
not Implanted In our hearts for "lrniler" between San Angelo and the
vas
set
was
Polander
The
accordingly
Pecos valley. The Pecos valley exThey have finally persuaded Governor Wilson to put aside his ideas of 'aside for the time and the right de- - wniversal or indiscriminate use.
e have all read of the man who tended from Colorado to the gulf in
ff ndant put in his place, when
thej
simplicity to the extent that he will wear a plug hat on inauguration day.
rj
trial was commenced anew and con-puvsing a nouse ana neara tne those days. He has taught school,
.
One thing is impressing itself upon the people more and more and that tinued to a verdict of the Jury in his j creams 0f a woman. He rushed in
(Continued on page seven).
i.nd found a man beating his wife.
is that no one Beems to have the key to President-elec- t
favor.
Wilson's cabinet.
weekly, per year
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rime If the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines Its adaptability to changing condiThis bank has successfully withstood all the
tions.
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
tradition that still
the first Importance in banking,
rules Its podcy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Credit and Deposit AcCommercial Bills discounted.
Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
counts opened.
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchasrs effected.
Telegraphic
change
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.

THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES

RATES

5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
2A0 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Vice-Preride-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Charles M. Stauffer
i wiffiit niddines
William F.Brogan

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

,

Bronson M. Cutting
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROMTS, $250,0

at the S.ut. Fe Postoftlc.
Published Dally
The Sata Fe New Mexican
En 1 sh Week
Review
The New Mexican
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcauo
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
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FRIDAY,

NEW MEXICAN
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J.

FRANK McKANE,

B. READ,

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.
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PHONES:

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

OUR PER CENT
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ZARAPERIA MEXICAN A,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.

.manufacturer of
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send

o

for

Price List and Full Infoimation.

Qaspar Avenue.

119 Don

c

PALACE
THE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.

.
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN PLAN.

j

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

1
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-

American Plan, $2.50 and up.

-
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-
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Meals, 50 Cents.

1

.
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r

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

V.

.

r"""

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

''

d

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

fed-,ha-

,,

ii"h

.

.t

,

.

'

Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire Insurance? i
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IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It!
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A

INSURANCE
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I CI! VULLAIIJ Hlllllnl. rnLlHIVlll
Read what is offered :
dettth from "ry

$ 250.00
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ions

Tor accidental

dismemberment

,UUU.UU or Iosk of sight
deth,
AAA An 1a'' ,or ccWentl
2 (UUV.vU
dismemberment or Ions of
sight travel by accident
Weekly indemnity for total

CONTRACT!

BUYS A LFE
COMBINATION

m

lOSS

Of

one toot or one
eye travel accident.
tVcekiy tnflf nantty for
V.UU disability
from travel accident
nhilii,, Dni.Manl.1 InlnrlcB
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f
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For partial disability
weekly inaemnity.
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OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

-

'

j

i

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leave Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
north bound train and arrives at
the
cents.
25
Regular Means,
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 60c
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Faro $5.00 round trip. Teama
furnished commercial mm to take In
French Noodle Order. 20o a dish.
New York Chop Suey, 50c the surrounding towwa. Wire Embudr

station.

J
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Women's Beauty Is
Based On Health
To Have Health, Bowel
Absolutely Necessary
Obtain It.

PAGF. SEVFN

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1913.

Movement Is
How Best to

If woman's benuty depended upon
cosmetics every woman would be a
r.icture of loveliness. But beauty lies
in health.
deeper than that. It lies
In the majority of cases the basis of
health, and the cause of sickness, can
be traced to the action of the bowels.
the
The headaches, the lassitude,
r.allow skin and the lustreless eyes
So
are usually due to constipation.
many things that women do habitually conduce to this trouble. They do
rot eat carefully, they eat indiKestiMRS. JENNIE SNEDEKER.
ble foods because the foods are served
not
do
exercise
and
like
daintily
they
day, while a genuine remedy
enough. But whatever the particular! Pyrup Pepsin acts mildly but percause may be it is Important that the manently.
condition should be corrected.
It can be conveniently obtained at
An ideal remedy for women, and one imy drug store at fifty cents or one
Results are always
especially suited to their delicate re- - dollar a bottle.
fiuirements, is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup guaranteed or money will be
which thousands of women rd. You will find it gentle in action,
,
Mrs. Jennie Sued-- pleasant in taste, and free from
endorse highly.
1041 West Monroe St., Chicago, ing, and its tonic properties have a
iestifies that she is "cured of grave distinct value to women. It is the
in
stomach and bowel troubles by using i iost widely used laxative-toni- c
and thousands
Syrup Pepsin and without the aid of America today
a doctor or any other medicine." AH families are never without it.
the family can use Syrup Pepsin, for If no member of your family
thousands of mothers give it to babies eer used Syrup Pepsin and you would
and children.
It is also admirably like to make a personal trial of it befuited to the requirements of elderly fore buying it in the regular way of
people, in fact to all who by reason n druggist send your address a posof age or infirmity cannot stand harsh tal will do to Dr. W. It. Caldwell,
Falta, cathartics, pills or purgatives. U7 Washington St., Monticello, 111.
These should always be avoided forPnd a free sample bottle will be mail-a- t
best their effect is only for that td you.

OCIETIES!

ley. The same individual had rather
rough sailing in Kuswell, for he was,
compelled to disgorge some $;00 hej
had faked from the merchants there.
.lust how much he got in Carlsbad is
lot known, lie wonl on south.
Carlsbad .Argus.

To Relieve Rheumatism
the

MASCIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
room
communiFull RKNT A three or
Macular
cation first Monday house, furnished or lmtui'iiisheil. .p- Low ii.zlii.
of each month at ply to I)
at
Hall
Masonic
7:"0FOIl SALE Second hand
K. 11. I'Al'L, W. M.
used only a short time rubber tit's.
L ".
will tal e
auiomoble seat. Cost,
LINNKY, Secretary.
Santa. Fe Chapter No .;;u. Call 223 Hkl.ox street.
1, H. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
i'ermauent resident connected with
Monday of each mouth slate government desires to rent modat Masonic Hall at ern house or cottage close in. Ad7:20 p. m.
dress, Ilex .1 Santa Fe New Mexican.
J. A. MASSIF,
II. P.
SLLIGMAN,
It stands to reason that what will
Secretary.
cure must prevent. Don't you owe
Santa Ke Command-iyour constitution a little, consideration
No. 1, K. T. Regular before it is too late? If so.
try two
conclave fourth Mon weeks at the famous Ojo Calicnte Hot
4?jJlL
day in each month at Springs, New Mexico.
Masonic Hall at 7:30

mm

producing uric acid must be
gradually arrested and the blood purified.
Correct diet is essential. .Abstain from tea
and anything containing alcohol eat meat only
once a day and take SCOTT'S EMUL
SION after every meal,
mmWM :chas K.
SCOTT'S EMULSION is rich in blood- makingqualities and makes new blood free
from the poisonous products which irritate
the joints and muscles its wonderful powers relieve the enlarged, stif
fened joints; and more,
ARTHUR

BOY INJUHED, CATCHING ON.
We are informed that Tuesday
while an unto was going up Third
street a small boy jumped on the rear
part of the machino and when near
Frank Simmon's residence the boy,
jumped from (lie machine and was in-- ,
jured, carried into Frank Simmon's
home, ills head dressed ami lie proceeded lo school. The habit of catch-'- .
ii:g on to moving cars or wagons is ti
dangerous one, and parents should;
caution their children of such. A man'
driving cannot watch the rear of the
or
machine
vehicle.
Tucumcari
News.
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SCOTT'S EMULSION

re-

with
places
sound
by its concentrated nourishing properties,
body-weaknes-

s

body-strengt- h
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POSTMASTER.
Physicians everywhere prescribe
Attorney R. K. Kowells has been
ni.
to sell new education
SCOTT'S EMULSION for rheumatism.
appointed postmaster at Clevis, vice1
WESLEY 0. CONNER. JU K. C. ..SALESMAN
1iJ
to school boards. Exclusive
specialty
W. A. Davis resigned.
SCOTT & Bow.NE, Bloomfiuhl, N. J.
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Liberal
territory. No competition.
The rppointment Is a just rceog-- :
sauta. Fc Lodge oi
T T
TTHriiTHTTr H iTiMiiiiiffi i'Tmiii
of
proposition. Union School Furnishing
a faithful "hull Mooser" and
nition
deNo. 1, 11th
Company, lOlM W. Van Uuren St., Chithe moosers as well as the judge's
gree. Ancient and Ac- - cago, 111.
fi lends are rejoicing.
A more comdead
as a working name for the members. feet from the floor proves how
cepted Scottish Rite of
As the'
petent man for the position could not
nHnmhinee nmrlied
this lv in earnest White was.
Free Masonry meets on
comhis
have been selected and
would-brobber
stumbled out the the third Monday of each month at
ROOMS OR HOUSES.
meeting as the one event in the his-- j
petency is only exceeded by his popu- - tory of Raton, for the last
List your rooms or place your orthirty 'oor, White thought his bullet must 7 : 30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Itirit v.
Scottish Rite ders for rooms ' furnished or unfurVisiting
iars, wherein the citizens really got have reached its mark, but investiga Cathedral.
had Masons are cordially invited to attend. nished, or houses furnished or un- During the illness of County Chair-o- t together and had a
t
proved that (he robber
man Boyle, the Republican committee talk for and towards the future
Helen News.
JAMES A. MASSIK,
furnished for rent, or lease with Mrs.
glory; made ills
Venerable Master. Summers, rooms 11 and 12 Laugh in
got together and accepted the with-ha- r.nd advancement of the city.
drawal of Oeorce Singleton from the
H. F. STEPHENS, Secretary.
block. Select list always on hand.
Some of the most invigorating and CLOUDCROFT IS
race and recommended Judge Kowells
Saves you time and money.
B. P. O. E.
n.v
1"
uuuieHses
prominent.
reusing
UAMIM
no
and
opclear
who then had
sailing
Santa
ml citizens, at this meeting, was the
riDVIIlVJ UUUl'i
P. O. E..
position.
460, B.
sounded
TYPEWRITERS
that has been
keynote
holds its regular Cleaned,
Judge Rowells took a prominent which will gain volume and accord, Cloudcroft. X. M., Feb. 7. The.
adjuster) anil repaired. New
secon
movement
tne
last the farther it travels and redound to most enthusiastic meeting in the
session
part in the progressive
furnished.
Ribbons and supfourth platens
and
ond
fall and the "moosers" are happy on the material advancement of all con-cars' history of the Business Men's
plies.
sold,
Typewriters
exchcanged
Wednesday cf each and rented. Standard makes handled.
slipping one over" on the regulars. corned the more earnestly the de- association of Cloudcroft, New Mex-- i
V i i t ing All
month.
The appointment will meet with potions of speakers are adhered to. ico, was held Tuesday night.
This
guarrepair work and
brothers are invit- anteed. Santa Ke typewriters
universal approval. Clovis News.
Raton at this time is very much vus a regular meeting and tlie annual
Typewriter Exwelcome.
and
ed
change. Phone 2"1 VA".
a "boosters' club" organized election of officers. Of the twnty-vitalive
over 300 members in less than nine members twentv-onARE FINDING WATER.
were ) res FRANK T. BLANPY,
Exalted Ruler,
The Brooks Bros., who have been, two weeks' work, on the part of a ent.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
P M. A. L1ENAU,
and
lew
who
loyal
workers,
for.
P.
patriotic
Lewis'
J.
Mr.
The committee appointed to audit
place
'drilling. at ..
Secretary
o ,wl f.,11,..,..,
..P .
WM'n
- m.iirinnir,i'o
"""--'
the books of the association then rcseveral months, secured a very
ATTONEYSAT-LW
Fe Camp
Santa
Raton Re-- i ported that the books and other rec- water this week., "e idea of organization.
factory flow of was
PLENTY OF SNOW.
M. W. A.
13514,
,uun uiuv.t: The
ti, vi nic: in,.,; ii ii lui i in, a
obtained
at aiPO'"Ji.
first water
oids had been kept in an orderly audi
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
meets second TuesRanger C. M. Howells, who has monaay ana was attended ly all tne. tenth ,.f o(,o feet and the last and
correct manner. A vote of thanks!
each month, soCity Attorney.
day
ROBBERY ATTEMPTED,
charge of the Gila forest station at pupils of the second grade of which .PaVy flow was struck at about 4:!0j
v. as then
given the retiring officers
third Capital City Bank Building,
cial
meeting
His tragic fatef"fot
Kingston, was in town on official busi- he was a member.
Sa
to
rob the
The IIrooks boyB win next
and the election of new officers pro-- j
,n attempt
Rooms
at Fire- Tuesday
ness yesterday. Mr. Howell states awakened the keenest sympathy and
a, tU(, Cunningham or old Ben loon last Sunday morning was frus ceeded. The following for the com(rin
VisitSanta Fe, New Mtxico.
Hall.
man's
on
the
Is
two
feet
snow
torrow. tiauup Republican.
deep
that the
lit y place, southwest of Alamogordo (rated by Bert White, who was sleep- ing year were unanimously elected:
welcome.
main range, and that more snow than
Mr. Cunning-- Ing in the building at the time. On(j A Tat,im, president; C. A. Redic, ing neighbors
labout one half mile.
G. W. PRICHARD,
A. G. WHIT TIER, Consul.
usual has fallen on the western slope I. AS VEGAS HAS SNIPE HUNTER. l am expects to secure water enough
Scott B. Williams, sec- - A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
hursday night, some one entered tlie
and Caunsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
than for a number of years, all of A young man in the employ of) to irrigate his orchards and about i building and made away with a six
J. A. Tatum C. F.
Practices
in a '1 the District Courts
ODD
which means excellent grazing this Charles O'Malley yesterday evening sixty acres of alfalta.
shooter, which had been presented to,Kni(.ht ,lml j j Bailey, executive
No. 2, I. O. O. F. and gives special attention to cases
was a victim of a trick that was in-nn,t n niitivintv or wniwifvi iccminittee.
to wtnro
spring. Hillsboro Advocate.
Mr. Lewis will now proceed
After the
olicers
Sauta Fe Lodgf before the Slate Supreme Court.
in causing uie young rei-- j install a pumping plant and will puianu cigarettes.
did tnt wre installed refreshments were
Whoever
meets
regularly Oflici-Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
low, called "Red" and better known In a deep well double acting pump deed, was certainly possessed
APATHETIC ACCIDENT.
of a served.
S o'clock
at
evening
every
Thursday
m
to
walk into town all of the Luetwiler type. He will alsoikty to the Yale lock on the front
blim,
Mareelino Romero, a little boy about
Mr. Mathias who is a member of the In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
HARRY D. MOULTON,
e'Kht years old. met with a tragic alone. Slim went out to hold the till a small tract of his land this (door. As a result White was sleep him of A Mathias ronmaiiv. of 101
ers always welcome.
Attorney-at-Law- ,
for some snipe hunters, but! spring so that he can use the water ing in the building and sleeping ,,
A
and pathetic end on last Sunday morn-eacnt iin i i,,nfi,.,-L ON ,0 N OF AMERICA.
Santa
to
ERNA
Fe, New Mexico.
FRAT
of
it.
with
catch
one
two
the
he
About
Kem
to
o'clock
best
the
ad
wasn't'n't
eye open.
pumps
hang
possible
ing, when the horse which he
commercial company, suited that he
its regular
No. 25!, holdB
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Lodge
Sunday morning, he heard some one was
throwing He knows he didn't catch the wagon. vantage. Alamogordo
riding became frightened,
surprised at tlie report ot tiie meeting on the first Thursday of each Laud Claims und Contests a Specialty
unlock the door and
enter behind
and dragging him a considerable t!'at brought the rest back Las
ogress made by tlie association and month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
the bar. Cautiously
White madej pi
distance by the rope which was around iRas Optic.
tlie meeting last night would do
Ms way forward until he reached the! that
Visiting brothers are invited and wel Chas, F. Easiey,
. Chas. R. Easley,
BOOSTERS AT RATON,
his body.
His skull was crushed
crdit to a city ot several thousand in- come.
MADE
H.IM
DISGORGE.
second
The
enmasse
brains!
of
& EA3LEY.
EASLEY
meeting
against a rock, scattering his
Mr.
habitants.
Denny stated that he
B FN I TO ALARII1, President,
'
citizens and business men
and himself, he dropped to the floor with would
A smooth advertising fakir visited,
aw.
Attorneye-a- t
t.pon the ground, and the rope be--i
engage in business here, hav- DAVID GONZALKS. Secretary
gun in his hand, and called to the
in the Courts and befort
Practice
coming tightly drawn about his body, Carlsbad the first of the week repre-- women of Raton occurred in the
the
of
stock
ing
purchased
recently
FARMER
W.
F.
Several
disemboweled him.
hours sonting himself to be the advance fembly room of the Public Library, lobber. Immediately the latter madel tho Cloudcroft
Land Department.
No.
Trading company and
Homestead
evening of this week, andi''. rush for the front door, while! would boost Cloudcroft
Laud grants and titles examined.
elapsed before a search was made for agent of a publication which was
to
from start
2879, Brother Santa
h:m with tho alinvn nmnHtn
A bigj
rt,io. gaged in writing up the work of the 101 which meeting the name of "Ra-- ! White opened fire on him.
Fe, N. M., branch Oliice, Eswd-ciliKish. Mr. Daniels recently moved to
Amerlhood
of
m
tlie
"'ole
Commercial
Club" was suggested
some discovery. The funeral and bur- Fianciscan Fathers in the Pecos
plate glass about five Cloudcroft and will establish a newsN. M.
can Yoemen.
paper here. He has his plant on the
Fri
Meets first
M. J. McGUINNESS
road and expects to get out tlie first
day of thei
Attorney-at-Law- .
issue about the middle of the month,
month at t h e
He says. "Just wait until 1 get my paFiremen's Mall. Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
per started and then i will show you
II. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
what I can do for Cloudcroft.''
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfcrt.
The work of the association
as
TI3E?
shown by the annual report of the secJust Try a New Mexican Want Ad
Tell your story to
retary treasurer and the auditing if you vJimt auick returns.
2,000,000
Readers or
committee has been wonderful.
The
Twelve Dollars.
association was organized with tlie
LEGAL NOTICE.
We will place your
advertiseidea of simply following up correIn the Probate Court, Sauta Ke
ment in 23 leading newspapers'
spondence that comes to the town but County, State of New Mexico.
Deissue, for $12 per insertion.
this work had hardly been started be- In the matter of the estate of Abrascriptive circular FREE.
fore it was realized that much greater ham Staab, Deceased.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
work would have to be taken up. As To Whom It May Concern:
la result the well known Mescaloro
AGENCY,
Last will and testament of Abraautomobile road was built, some of ham Staab, deceased. Notice is here-- '
Taos, New Mexico.
the worst roads in the county repair-- ! by given that the last will and testaMHM SMITH
ed, tlie best peace officers in the state ment of Abraham
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Staab, deceased,
Dentist.
employed, a justice of the peace ap- ' late of the City of Santa Fe, County
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
pointed, the largest Fourth of July of Santa Fe, and State of New
is the history of the town ico, has been produced and read in
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
one-thir- d
carried to successful completion, the the Probate Court of the County of Phone Red 6.
l
Otero County Teachers' Institute se- - Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, at a
Office Hoors 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
cured lust summer, side walks built,-- regular adjourned term thereof, held
And by Appointment.
facilities for fire fighting bettered, on the 23rd day of January, A. D. 191.1,
sanitary conditions improved, a news-- ! and the day of the proving of said
paper practically secured and corre- - last will and testament was by order
spondence from every section of the of the judge of said court thereupon
Office 202 Wafer St., Hours, I lo 3 P. M
country followed up in a systematic fixed for Monday, the third day of
way. The future work of the associa-- March, A. 1). l!)ia, the March term of
I
220 W
Phones ( Office,
tion will be to secure a bank, stock said court, at ten o'clock in the fore- Residence, 9 J
pens and the county high school. noon of said day, at the County Court
Every matter that relates to Cloud- House, at the City of Santa Fe, New
Work. PortableCoila to be
croft. will be given careful considera- Mexico.
used at patient's home.
tion and each and every member will
Given under my hand and seal this
act as a unit to upbuild and improve 2"rd day or January, A. D. 19L1.
M. A. ORTIZ,
v.iiat we expect some day to see, the (SEAL.)
C. C. GUNTER, M. D.
most beautiful little city in all the
Probate Clerk.
Physician and Surgeon.
v
V. I. ALARID,
land, Cloudcroft, N. M.
Rooms
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
Deputy.
attended promptly day or night.
Filed January 23rd, 19LI.
9 to 11 a. m., 2 to 4
Office Hours:
BIOGRAPHIES BV
p. m.. 7 to 8 p. m.
THE COMMON GINK
LEGAL NOTICE.
In the Probate Court, Santa Fe
County, State of New Mexico.
(Continued from page six.)
In the matter of tho estate of Abrarun a store, been county school su- - 1,am Staab, Deceased.
perintendent in Chaves county and be- - To Whom It May Concern:
LARCEST VARSETY
Last will and testament of Abra-oia- FINEST QUALITY
longs to more lodges than any other
in the state excepting periiaps, ham Staab, deceased.
Notice is herb- 1
the veteran Colonel Berger, of Belen. by given that the last will and testa-Bu- t
there is one thing on which Mr. rnent of Abraham Staab, deceased,
Mullens insists and that is consist-- late of the Cify of Santa Fe, County
ency. That is why he always ex- - of Santa Fe, and State of New
his vote. lie is a "Democrat ico, has been produced and read in
without any trimmings," as he ex- - the Probate Court of the County of
SPICED CLOVERS
presses it and his belief is that every Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, at a
Sift together two and
Cups of flour,
Democrat ought to speak out openly regular adjourned term thereof, held
cup of sugar, one teaspoon salt, two teaspoons
where he stands on ail matters of pub-- ; on the 23rd day of January, A. D. 1913,
cinnamon and four teaspoons of baking powder. Chop
into this
lie moment
cup Cottolene and moisten with milk
except perhaps a sudden and the day of the proving of said
d
until almost as soft as biscuit dough. Roll out
amendment to a bee bill. But as be-- ! last will and testament was by order
of an inch thick and sprinkle with cinnamon and
fere slated, an emergency existed al of the judge of said court thereupon "CUT FDGE" the only hulies'shoc dressing tl.at
Place
sugar, well mixed, then cut into tiny rounds.
ivteiiivrly routahi! oil. Blftt ka ntul 1'njit!)" tu lies'
that time and had Mr. Mullens stop- fixed for Monday, the third day of utidcliil'lrt'ii'i
in threes (like clover leaves) in pans and bake in
huctw anflelnM'8, shines without
to
A.
D.
his
with
Serre
amendwarm
THIWH ClOSS." ''
oven.
the
March,
vote,
1913, the March term of
ped
explain
butter,
moderately hot
lor cl imiiJti and polishing
marmalade.
ment
said court, at ten o'clock in the fore- nil kintlnfriMr urt-'i- ioushoes,
honey or
might have been defeated.
,STAR"tiiV, M.r,
WHITE" On Ifqtitrt form wllh sponge qtiic
e
And, as Mr. Mullens himself says noon of said day,
County Court Iv "Ql'U'K
& si.V.
cleans ntul wttlens din v canvas elio.
Itat bee bill has saved
of House, at Hie City of Santa Fe, New
Made only by THE N. K, FAIRBANK COMPANY
"At. BO" CLL4NS arid H'KITLNS canvas shrs. In
box ft, uiMi
minul white cuke larked in '.
dollars and thousands of bees to the Mexico.
"iMnip1, lc. In handsome, lar,:e n.umirium Iwxw,
farmers of Chaves count, fiwti from
Given under my hand and seal (his with (""lijf, V'm.
for eeiitiemen who tnk
"ELITE"
a Democratic
standpoint, anything 23rd day of January. A. D. 1913.
tLiofs l"ok A 1. Hetorcs
luidein liavintr
done In the interests of Ch'tves coun- (SEAL.)
and untrel o ail L!;'k slio'. P.i:tPh vithabrus-SI. A. ORTIZ,
ELITE" size, M cent.
orcloth,tfcpnW. "BABY tlie
ty is sure to be right. Outside of
Jtiml
u want, eeiirt ns
If vimr riwilrr rt.fliot fctvp
Probate Clerk.
ftttl "l ),tcka :i', cltMics paid.
the jtrit'e mi
fr
that Mr. Mullens is a firm believer In
V. I. ALARID,
WHITTEMORE
BROS. & CO.,
the balance of the state of New MexAlbany Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Deputy.
The Oldest atfi fuirart Jl A; fu fuets of
ico.
Filed January 23d 1913.
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we'll tell you how to save some
money and reduce your monthly
household expenses. Butter is the bugbear on your monthly bills
and, with butter at present high prices, it s really extravagance
to use butter anywhere except on your table. Discard butter
from the kitchen, and me Cottolene,
is better than butter for cooking; it is richer and
will go
farther; it costs much
less than butter; it will give just as
good or better results. Why not, then,
try the experiment?
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DR.
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is a vegetable fat
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J.

M. DIAZ,

1

made from

the purest and choicest cotton oil.
It contains not an ounce of hog fat.
Cottolene' makes delicious pastry
crisp and flaky. For frying, it can be
heated to a much higher temperature
than butter or lard and forms a coating
which prevents the absorption of the fat.
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11 Shoe Polishes
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Buy a pail of Cottolene today and convince
yourself by trying this recipe:
one-ha- lf
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HOLT INDULGES IN
'jury, and not exceeding twelve names
ORATORY AT BARTH. In excess of the. number necessary!
to constitute a petit jury. And pro(Continued from page oiicO.
so
vided, further, that the names
shall bo set down upon the list
drawn
of
maid
lit.
ti'rm
ensuing
petit jury
in which they are drawn
court, and the slips of pitpt-- contain- in the order
or box; and, provided
wheel
the
from
he
tdiall
so
by
names
drawn
ing the
more than
the clerk then and there transcribed further, that if a number
01 ine
and placed of record in said court, sutticlent lor tne organization
and shall constitute the venires for respective Junes bmhii nr. muuinv
sherill, the Juries snail ue nwue
grand and petit jurors, and the taid by the
vwilnw lmvinir been made up, the up of the qualified persons so pres
said list attested by the signature oi cut, in me oruer in which um, nam.
or box,
the judge shall be sealed up in an are drawn from the wheel
as to such persons who may be
envelope, properly endorsed and pre- - except
cause
until the jurors shall be regu- excused by the court for good
the
emnniieled for such term of shown. At least ten dayB before
uum
nan
t"e
oi
uie
the
that
drawing
however,
Court; provided,
district judge may at his discretion, or wheel as provided by this otsection,
drawcause to be drawn lor grand jurors notice of the time and place
be given by postsix names in excess or the number ing the same shall
such notice on the court house
required by law to constitute a grand ing
'
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It's the Syrup that Makes Good
It's usually the taste of the maple syrup that
makes folks smack their lips over buckwheat
cakes. Good maple syrup makes good buckwheat and other breakfast cakes. When you use

Maple Syrup

ilS

with-serve-

dis-larl-

afternoon
delivery,
Fresh eggs,
same day as laid; fifty cents a dozen.;
Telephone 207 V. Frank Owen.
4
cowa 11

n,:,lsSa:n,,0,8es

Billard will make
right.
Marriage License
j

to Augtiu

iuuncwi i,i-;iorrimn-an- (

your
A

FE IS AT STAKE

JUDGE

abstracts

COLLINS ASKS
FOR OILED STREETS

marriage

thu emintv clerk
,j0tH Hliouia

At last Santa Fe has become arous- ed to the smoke evil the soot men- are the rlestrover of "vn-'- ""a.r-- ine
ozone-iaaeogre
preys upon the weak and the strong
alike.
The 8moke evil cropped out last
right at the meeting of the Santa Fe
,namoer oi commerce dnu e .cu.u
that this
tion was passed asking
menace of New Mexico's fair capital

I

I

prompt-delivery-

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST

DISSOLUTION OF
U. P. CAUSES
NO ALARM
New York, Feb. 7. Apart
from
80me strength in Union Pacific and
moderate weakness in Southern
cific, formal announcement of the
(,js80,ution plan of those roads found
,
"
"
",
fiinn nf tnflnv's Htnek
in
both
issues, especially
Trading
Southern Pacific, was fairly extensive, considering the general dullness
of the lists; but at most little Interest appeared to be taken in what is
believed to be the last phase in the
segregation of these Important propPa-phi- a
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F. ANDREWS
TO

EVERYTHING

EAT

Spanish-America-

Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods.
Phone

No-4

t:

n
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ANDREWS

PLAZA.

CORNER

,
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FLOWfRSi

444l44

OF

1943.

Line of D. M. C. EMB, FLOSS in
colors. Also full line of PRINCESS
and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS In
colors for use In working the new
line of LIBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS,
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
etc, which are the late designs just
received.

c

n

i

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

BEST
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ed to exist, and this act shall take efIt
Step to the Phone and Say luxfect and be in full force and effec Whether
you need a necessity or
from and after its passage.
our
phone
can
upon
depend
ury, you
S. Ii. No. Ho likewise a Holt meas- service and
Zook's
ure, passed the senate today, the vote Pharmacy.
This measure siinbeing unanimous.
SALE at;
GRAND CLEARANCE
ply provides for the proper service Adolf Seligman's store. See the great
work
saves
It
venire.
of a writ of
bargains offered in ad. in another
for the sheriff and costs for the peoof this issue.
ple,
Furnished Rooms for rent. h investigated,
Senate substitute for house bill No. TheElegantly rooms in the
erties.
as
finest
The New Mexican suggested
city, having
fifi, providing for an additional judge,
Officials of botli roads, in completelectric light, steam heat and baths, much a few days ago when articeis
in the fifth judicial district was made
ing, the final details of the segregaharm
the
The
Hotel,
centrally
European
describing
printed
tion plan, are confident that it will
special order for Monday afternoon
Progressive Headquar-- done by smoke as seen by a physi-ter- s
at .1 o'clock. The senate then ad- cated.in State
be ratified at an early date by the
was
An
hotel.
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of
note.
interview
the
cian
journed until Monday at 2:30 p. m.
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general at Washington, the
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INDIAN RESOLUTION.
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dissolution
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the house at the hands of young Cat!that
plan
Southern Pacific is to enter into
and leaves a wid- At the meeting last night it was proveincnt of the capital. A large a comprehensive alliance with the
U.KCI111SL
LlitT
ll uitu
jn. was 55 years of age
UiOLe&lJllK
.11., no r,f iUa rtiiolilnu
huinir novmittl (OWer and five children, interment pointed out that there are several committee will be appointed by the flock Island svstem met with no con
to cede their lands to the federal v in ,,e !tlde in LaM
stacks that offend and the committee chamber to work with those interest-vil- l firmation in authoritative quarters
We Deliver the Goods Whatever
tn
Ktte t;.v iio.l
be asked to ascertain what are ed in Judge Richardson's plan. A today. It is said not to be unlikely,
whatever
in
the measure has been signed bv the!Vur Purchase may be,
the best makes of smoke consumers, committee will also be appointed to however, that some kind of a traffic
11
and operation.
with the Horticultural so- - agreement may be arranged, but no
The resolution was Intro- section of the city you reside, we
cost of Installation
governor.
e ....
both inenver 10 your aoor. uur
rushed
duced and
After this dafj is gathered the city c!ety which has recently again becoMe negotiations to that end are now
through
branches of the legislature hurriedly ulease 'ou- Zook'8 Prmacy.
council will, no doubt, be asked to active.
pending.
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
when it was learned that a delegation
The committee appointed to inves- action.
tike
work.
Co.
for abstract
of Indians had left for Washington to Abstract
It was also decided to cull the at - jtigate recent discriminating orders
Manse last
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January 24, 1913.
A
resolution
rior.
copy of
tice of tearing up paved streets with that progress had been made. By the1
sent to the department of the in- - leugh performed the marriage cere- out. permit and without properly re- - next meeting it is hoped that a report . Notice is hereby given that the unterior. The Pueblo Indians, under a mony, uniting Austin Morrison and placing the part of the street torn v. ill. be made entirely satisfactory to dersigned, State Treasurer of the
State of New Mexico, on the twenty-fourtdecision in tha V. S. district court, I.ota lihamy, both of Estancia, and i
all concerned.
day of January, 1913, determ
are citizens of the state. They as- both interested in dry farming in the
Judge Collins made a plea for oiled
valley of central New Mexico. ftreets here, or at least he asked that
by Iot tne Certificates of Casual
iined
1 sert that they do not want citizenship coming
Indebtedness issued March 1, 1909 to
, u'OMUKceu.
because of taxation and the menace 'I he newly married couple left for it be tried as an experiment.
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New York, Feb. 7. Jurors in the
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f
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home this morning.
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of liquor traffic.
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that the
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followine certi- An up to date market was opened judge pointed
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hours' deliberation, were in,
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dust down as well as to give a better suable to agree on a verdict. Counsel 70 u, 16.
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for the defense made a motion
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saying that the charge made
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will be of the! The streets, roads and bridge com- - their discharge on the ground they:abrve mentioned and numbered Cer-- "
way.
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that there was a city ordinance in most modern and sanitary style and mittee of the chamber will take up naa aenneratea ror a sufficient time tificates, and the interest thereon will
Tucumcari forbidding barber shops will assist in
be paid on the presentation and surmaking the Modern this matter of oiled roads with the The motion was denied.
customto shave
render of such Certificates at itho
the
place to do your
logical
Grocery
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incorrect.
ers, was
office of the said State Treasurer on
shopping.
no such ordinance according to the
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the first day of March, 1913, and that
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date of the first publication of this
He was 62 years old.
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notice.
leaves a widow arid two sons. The
BACK TO COMMITTEE.
The men who guide the studious. versity as a state institution.
will take place
funeral
(Signed) O. N. MAROON,
Saturday
The house yesterday afternoon
"The recommendations are:
State Treasurer.
mass will be cele- Minds of the youth of the state are
Requiem
morning.
spefM considerable time in a heated
"We recommend that a department
brated at Guadalupe churchc. Inter- meeting this afternoon at the capitol
debate over the fence law proposed ment will be made in
in response to a request from Govern- for the training of third grade teachGuadalupe cem
The object of their ers be established.
by Mr. Rogers in which Mr. Rogers etery. Messrs. Akers and Wagner or McDonald.
sought to amend the old law to pro-- i have charge of the fnnernl nrranire-- visit here is to furnish various senate
"We request that an appropriation
vide for a fence with four wires, and
information of $20,000.00 be made for each year of
committees with exact
lont.
posts thirty feet apart. The bill was
about the activities of each institution the biennial period, that an additional
Hearing
Adjourned Judge E. C.
bitterly opposed by Mr. Tully in the Abbott has been spending
learning In New Mexico. The edu- building may be erected.
the
past of
interests of the "open" range and the three
cators brought with them much of this
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in
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"small" cattleman. He asserted that case ofdays hearing Fe
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"W'e ask for an annual appropriation
title to certain lands in that part of i nmes, age and time they entered or
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support.
Mexico
New
one of the defendants.
The case was
College of Agricul-- j
farmer who was striving to reclaim
"Respectfully submitted: F. E.
yesterday afternoon for a ture and Mechanic Arts, from Mesilla
the eastern plains of New Mexico adjourned
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when
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WATER APPLICATION.
order "is heard over the phone" at hoard of copies of the report
New Mexico
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regents
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store.
of
is
in
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cur
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A
water
application was filed in
Normal University to the governor
ard the bill was tabled 35 to 11 but which folks
enjoy purchasing quality was given out this morning. The re- - the office of the state engineer's ofand
later the vote was
us. Zook's
No. 735, by Walter Kraul, of
to await drug store goods from
the bill was
port covers sixteen typewritten pages fice as
Pharmacy.
for the flood waters from
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Fe,
i
infor-vast
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amount
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and
contains
further
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Mexico.
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Fe,
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of the meeting was the presence of
ot state, the Hon Antonio
with the two bills for exhibits at the
"Sir: In compliance with your re- tary
includThe matter several past worthy matrons,Las Cru- - quest dated November 8, 1912, for a
Pacific coast expositions.
inc Mrs. Frank Parker, of
Scottville, Ariz., Peb. 4, 1913.
came up when the Speaker's bill for
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final; the name of the New Mexico Normal legislature of your state.
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of work.
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Believe me to be,
"Section II of Article 12 of the condiplomatic and safer way.
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1
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discussed, the chairman being as fol-feeling and ills of a kindred nature are nature's
for
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calls
of
back
or
Wash-disturbance
JUST
help,
female
THE , THING FOR A. o
e
The
irregularity
S.
Burdette,
jliws: Pensions.
should have immediate care and attention. Otherwise the delicate
Wellington, N. Z., Feb. 7. One of ington; veterans in public service, I,
BOY IN ROUGH
ROUGH
female constitution soon breaks down.
the strangest resolutions ever passed !(j Kimball, Washington; rules and
2
WEATHER.
Milwaukee;
by any responsible body was adopted rit ual. A. G. WTeissert,
'at a general meeting of the Christ p,uu Run monuments, V. J. Wells,!
Church Labor union today when the Wells, Norristown,
Pa.; legation,
citizens of New Zealand were urged Washington Gardner, Albion, Mich.;
for more than 40 years has been lending its health restoring aid to thou- - rA
ti do all in their power to lessen the Lincaln centenniary, A. C. Blackwell,
sands of women year alter year inrougmmi ius iuuK uu.
birth rate.
New York; proposed "Lincoln way,"
This wonderfully successful remedy Imparts strength to the entire system
Nerves are refreshed. The "stale",
Believing that compulsory defense T S. Hopkins, Washington.
particularly totheorgansdistinctly feminine.
house-wifn
and the weary
overworked business woman, the
act Is a blot on the record of a civttAccordinf to
from
this famous prescription which
EQUIPMeVt" AUTHORIZED.
mother of a family all will gain strength
ilized country, the union now askJ NEW
or
in
tablet form.
effectiveness
its
demonstrated
liquid
has
40
years
Rob7.
Feb.
Denver, Colo.,
Judge
that the number of births of New
SOLD BY DEALERS IS MEPIC1WES.
be kept down so as to lessen ert E. Lewis In the United States disHatml
Write Dr. K. V. Plme'e SptciatUf mt th
the number of youths who must take trict court today authorized the re
no thmrge,
Comtpendettce Strictly Ccnfidentiml-m- nd
Northwestern
the compulsory
military training. ceivers of the Denver,
atomaoh, liver
Dr PleroVs Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate
Union officials said it was hoped the and Pacific (Moffat road) to issue
Santa Fe's Exclusive Shoe Store
tiny grannies easy to take as Candy.
and bowels. Sngar-ooate- d
net would be repealed, when the reso- $750,000 In receivers certificates for
lution would rescinded.
the purchase of new equipment.
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IN TELEPHONING
The New, Mexican, if your business:
is about advertising, subscriptions or; SO SAYS SANTA FE CHAMBER OF
If
Job work, please cail up "31 W."
COMMERCE AT A MEETING LAST
you wish to Sfeak to the editor or give
any news, pleare phone "31 J."
OF SANTA
NIGHT, FOR HEALTH

C

THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO., Denver, Colo.

NO r COMPLETE WITHOUT

PROBED

c

the cakes are twice as delicious. For Solitaire Syrup
is made of the best maple sap that flows.
" The Best the Grocer Can Deliver. "

THE

i.

SHOULD BE

FEBRUARY

JUST RECEIVED!

c

THE WEATHER.
Santa Ke, X. M.. Feb. ".For
Snow tonight or
New .Mexico:
Saturday and not much change
in temperature.

.

aire

engineer and the city council
and ask that a trial be glveji the oil
treatment of roads.
A resolution endorsing the Panama-Pacifiexposition at San Francisco
r.nd recommending to the present legislature that they make a suitable ap?
propriation for a New Mexico exhibit
was passed.
The report of the secretary was re:
reived und ordered printed and
copies distributed to members of the
chamber and to commercial organizations of the state.
Report of the committee looking
toward the completion of the scenic
highway was heard. This committee
ba3 enlisted the support of the for
estry bureau and has laid the matter
before the state engineer au.l men-he- rs
of the legislature. The committee ws thanked for 'heir work and
continued with instructions to try to
enlist the aid of the Commercial club
ct Las Vregas.
The chamber was asked to forward
a resolution to the mayor of Philadel- requesting that the Liberty Bell
exposi-- ;
be sent to the Panama-Pacifition. There seems to be two sides to
the Liberty Bell question and so the
chamber decided to take no action tin- til the matter could be investigated by
a committee.
Applications for membership in the
chamber were received from Judge E.
K. Wright and Mr.
Emil Uhlfelder,
Oil vote the rules were suspended and
these gentlemen were elected to mem-- i
bersliip.
Owing to the absence of the presi- dent, A. J!. Renehan, no committee
appointments were made laBt night.
The committee will be appointed to- -

LOCAL ITEMS. THE SMOKE EVIL

col-tun-

Solitaire,

7

door of the county or publishing same
in some newspaper in the
county;
provided, however, that the place of
said drawing shall not necessarily be
at the county seat of said county but
may be at such other place convenient to the presiding judge, as shall
be fixed by said notice: And, provided, further that the said original grand
nm r)(tit jirv
nins may bo drawn
,1( manlier provided for in 111 is
actj ,)y ()le C.1(J.,. of tle district court
.(1 'U' cmmtVi having the custody of
the jury box, in the presence ot the
Hiti-ifrand any such citizens in said
,
present,
connty ua
Q1t thp pprsomi altendance of the
u,((,t jm,g(, lipon KUt,h urawing, and
HVieh
venires when so drawn shall
hayH tle same fol,ce and effect a8 lf
they had been drawn in the actual
presence of the district judge."
Sec. 2. That It is necessary for the
preservation of the public peace and
safety of the inhabitants of the state
of New Mexico, that the provisions
of this act shall become effective at
the earliest possible time, and there- -

j
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HEADQUARTERS
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WATCHES
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CLOCKS
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Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

.

OCCASIONALLY.

DAY:

EVERY

-

II

j
:

j
:

h

y

HOUSE CLEANING
TIME WILL SOON BE HERE

e

THE

j
j

-

Woman's Danger Signalsni

WOULD LOWER
BIRTH RftTE'list

j

pr. Pierce's

j

'

Favorite Prescription i $1.50
!

e,

BRIGHTEN UP WITH SUNSHINE

Santa Fe Hardware

!

& Supply Co.

care-wo- rn

!

$2.00,

$2.50

1

$3.00

j

SizeJ ;

s

MUi'

jPFLUEGER'S;

I

